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Etz Hayyim literally filled beyond capacity, more people
flocking around both synagogue doors and even peering
through the window of the Ezrat Nashim … this scenario
from the two weeks of celebrating the 20th Anniversary
of the Rededication of Etz Hayyim in October 2019 now
almost feels like from another era.
The spring lockdown in Greece officially ended on 17
May, incidentally the equivalent to the Hebrew date for
the third annual memorial for Nikos Stavroulakis, for
which the Havurah came together.
We are now in a second countrywide lockdown that began on 7
November, the day after we held a
memorial service for Joseph
(Dozis) Ventura, our committed
Havurah and Etz Hayyim Board
member (an obituary for Joseph in
included in this edition of Jottings,
p. 8). Sadly, only four months after
Joseph’s passing in October, his
wife Natalie Ventura passed away
as well. Joseph’s and Natalie’s
passings are a heartfelt loss for the
Etz Hayyim Havurah as they were
dedicated and active members
from the very beginning. An
obituary for Natalie Ventura will be
published in the next edition of
Jottings.
Between May and November, Etz Hayyim was once
again open to the public and for services. In July, tourism
resumed – of course on a limited scale with about one
tenth of the usual number of visitors – eventually
bringing about a spike in Covid-19 cases that was
unfortunately to be expected. The stricter public health
measures that followed in response impacted not only
the number of our visitors, but also the nature of the
High Holidays at Etz Hayyim.
For all of us, the holidays have been, in many ways,
unusual and challenging this year. Due to restricted
numbers of participants, at Etz Hayyim we had to learn
to say “No!” to visitors who asked to join us for the
holiday services. Turning away anyone is effectively
against the welcoming and open philosophy that has
underpinned Etz Hayyim since its reopening twenty
years ago. We tried to be as kind as possible and most
visitors were understanding of the situation. However,
quite a few visitors were also surprised, in disbelief or
even offended that we wouldn’t accommodate them. In
addition to learning to say “No!”, we also had to adapt
to holding our holiday services (p. 6) without our Visiting

Rabbi Nicholas de Lange who, for understandable safety
reasons, could not travel to Hania for the High Holidays.
But Nicholas is always with us in spirit and even if he
won’t be able to join us for Pesah either, he kindly
contributed an instructive text about an Ancient Greek
play on theme of the Exodus from Egypt (p. 4).
The one major event that still took place at the
synagogue, although with much delay and a very limited
scale, was the memorial service for the victims of the
sinking of the Tanais ship. The event
saw more (albeit socially distanced)
participants and public officials in
attendance than ever before,
including the Ambassador of Israel
(p. 11ff).
As the summer tourist season was
unusually quiet with just a handful of
visitors per day, the staff had the
opportunity to focus on several
ongoing projects: the videos for our
virtual tour of the historic Jewish
Quarter are now complete and
available online (p. 17). We have also
continued cataloguing what will
become the Nikos Stavroulakis
Collection and in this edition of
Jottings, we again call
for
contributions to this important
archival collection (p. 16). More
recently, we started a new project: adapting Etz Hayyim’s
educational outreach program for online teaching
formats (p. 33). Finally, one major project came to a
close: the two-year EU-funded project, Heritage Contact
Zone, which ended with an online conference (p. 16ff).
In retrospect, the project helped us to conceive of Etz
Hayyim more fully as an active heritage organisation and
we hope to initiate more projects in this field.
In the short few months between the two lockdowns, we
also had the pleasure to welcome volunteer Mille Vinther
from Denmark for a month and the new Gedenkdienst
volunteer Tobias Schmitzberger for his one-year stay with
us (p. 29). Former volunteer Maria Sanadaki opened her
photo exhibition at Etz Hayyim in September (p. 14) and
former Gedenkdienst volunteer Moritz Platter returned
for another visit (p. 32ff).
The winter of 2020/21 has no doubt been a difficult and
challenging time for many of us in view of the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic. We wish that all of you stay safe and
healthy. Please be in touch and we hope to see you again
soon at Etz Hayyim.
Anja Zuckmantel
Administrative Director, Not-for-Profit Corporation Etz Hayyim
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comes straight from the Bible, apart from some details
which are not found there.
Moses is obviously a central character. The play begins
with a speech by Moses, in which he tells the familiar
story of the arrival of Jacob and his family in Egypt, the
enslavement of their descendants, Moses’ own birth
and his adop on by Pharaoh’s daughter. Moses then
tells how he killed an Egyp an, and ﬂed from Egypt to
the foreign country in which he now is. Suddenly he
sees seven young women approaching, one of whom,
Sepphora, tells him that he is in Libya, and she and her
sisters are the daughters of the king. Sepphora is later
betrothed to Moses by her father.
A striking feature of the play is that the other main character is God – or rather the voice of God. It is this voice
that addresses Moses out of the burning bush and instructs him to go with his brother to the king, and later
predicts the ten plagues and the actual departure from
Egypt. It is in keeping with the established conven ons
of ancient Greek drama that violent and drama c
events such as deaths or ba les are not enacted on the
stage but described. Similarly, the crossing of the Red
Sea and the drowning of the Egyp an army are not
shown, but described by a messenger.

At Passover we think about the ‘exodus’ of the people
of Israel from slavery in Egypt. (Strictly speaking, it was
only later, on receiving the divine revela on and the
Torah at Mount Sinai, that the people of Israel came
into existence. It was the Hebrews, or the Benei Israel
()בני ישראל, the υἱοὶ τοῦ ᾽Ισραήλ, ‘children of Israel’ – in
other words the descendants of the Patriarch Jacob –
who le Egypt, together with a ‘mixed mul tude’,
according to the biblical story.)
‘Exodus’ is, of course, a Greek word, meaning ‘a going
out’ or ‘departure’. It has become naturalised in English,
largely because in the Greek church from early mes it
became the tle of the second Book of Moses. However, among Jews, even earlier than this, a slightly diﬀerent term had been in use: exagoge (ἐξαγωγή), ‘a leading
out’, from the verb ἐξἁγειν. The diﬀerence between the
two terms is a subtle one. ᾽Εξάγειν is used several mes
in the Greek Bible with God (or Moses ac ng under
God’s orders) as its subject, and it underlines that the
Children of Israel did not merely ‘go out’ of Egypt – they
were ‘led out’, by God.
There are various indica ons that ‘Exagoge’ was a usual
term for what we call the ‘Exodus’ among Greek-
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We can imagine the play being performed, perhaps at
Pesach, in ancient Alexandria or elsewhere, before a
Jewish audience in a theatre or a synagogue hall, as a
celebra on, as an entertainment, and also as an eﬀec ve
way of teaching the Jewish public the origin and meaning
of the fes val, and the correct way to carry out its rituals. In the words of the play (cas ng the biblical words in
Greek poetry) :
This fes val for the Lord you shall keep:
Seven days unleavened bread, and no leaven
Shall be eaten. For there will be release from these evils,
And God gives exit (ἔξοδος) in this month,
It is the beginning of months and mes.

Although the word ‘exodus’ is used, it is made perfectly
clear that the exodus is a gi from God, and that the fesval is kept in his honour. This in a nutshell is the message of Pesach: we keep the fes val for seven days, to
thank God for rescuing the ancient Hebrews from slavery
in the land of Egypt. The rest is commentary.
I wish you all a very happy Pesach!
Nicholas de Lange

speaking Jews in an quity. It is the tle which was used by
one of the earliest Jews wri ng in Greek, the philosopher
Aristoboulos, who dedicated his book Exegesis of the Law
of Moses to Ptolemy VI (181–146 BCE). In this book he
claims that the book ‘Exagoge of the Hebrews from Egypt’
was translated into Greek even before the me of Alexander the Great’s conquest of Persia (ca. 330 BCE). The same
tle is used by the Jewish philosopher Philo (ca. 20 BCE –
ca. 50 CE) on several occasions, and he makes it clear that
for him this was the name of the biblical book: “Very well
did the Hierophant (i.e. Moses, the ‘Revealer of Holy
Things’) give the tle ‘Exagoge’ to a whole sacred book of
the Legisla on, having discovered the appropriate name
for the oracles contained in it” (On the Migra on of Abraham, 14).
Not many people are aware that ‘Exagoge’ is also the tle
of an ancient Greek drama on the theme of the Exodus
from Egypt, by an otherwise unknown author named
Ezekiel. Unfortunately, we only have fragments of this interes ng drama, but they are fairly substan al (amoun ng
to 269 lines), and enough survives for us to form an idea of
the play and its character. In its style it closely resembles
the classical dramas of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides,
by which it is clearly inﬂuenced. The story, however,
Illustra on: ‘speech by Moses’, in: Howard Jacobson: The Eagoge of Ezekiel, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983, pp. 50f.
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Holidays and Havurah
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot 2020 and Tu BiShevat and Purim 2021
As every year, we celebrated the fes vals of Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur and Sukkot in September/October at Etz
Hayyim Synagogue.
Tradi onally, this is our busiest me of year with hundreds of visitors a day and our holiday services such as
Erev Rosh Hashanah o en ﬁlled to capacity. This year
was diﬀerent. Due to the ongoing Covid-19 crisis and
strict government health guidelines, we hosted a high
holiday schedule that had to adhere to these guidelines,
one of which (at the me) s pulated only sixteen people
allowed inside the synagogue at any one me.
For us, this meant a dras cally scaled down, in mate
holiday season with fewer par cipants compared to previous years. Rather than oﬀering services at the synagogue which were open to interna onal and local visitors
as we usually do, this year, we could only invite Havurah
members to take part, and even then, many members
could not a end in the end. In the absence of two of our
Visi ng Rabbi Nicholas de Lange, who customarily leads
the services at this me of year, Havurah member
Ahouva Amar with the help of others in a endance valiantly led the prayers for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
Instead of the usual community dinner at nearby Ela Taverna, following the Erev Rosh Hashanah service, about
twenty of us sat at tables of four in the northern court-

yard of Etz Hayyim. Thanks to Anja, Ahouva and her girls
and the ‘To Xani’ staﬀ, the courtyard was atmospherically lit by candlelight, tables set with all of the accoutrements required for Rosh Hashanah from apples and honey to dates, and with a variety of delicious dishes pre-

pared by the guests such as Persian rice, apple pie or
‘milopita’, spinach pie, mushroom pie, baked fennel with
cheese and leak omelet.
Similarly, to mark the breaking of the fast at Yom Kippur,
the a endees of the Kol Nidre service congregated a erwards in the northern courtyard to enjoy some appe sing snacks, many of which were served by Nikos on this
occasion every year including small rusks called
‘boukitses’, cucumbers, boiled eggs, olives and Cretan
cheeses plus Ahouva’s special raisin bread (her mother’s
recipe from Libya) and mint tea. Talk centered on the
upcoming fes val of Sukkot and the building of the Sukkah in the northern courtyard which took place the following week.
Sukkot, the Feast of Tabernacles, was marked by a Friday
Kabbalat Shabbat service inside the synagogue, with the
Kiddush and ‘blessing on the lulav and etrog’ recited under the Sukkah in the northern courtyard. A er the service, we enjoyed some snacks brought by the a endees,
all of us mingling together, masks on and social distancing, over the din of Greek, English and Hebrew.
For the High Holidays in 2021, we hope that everyone who
wants to join us will again be able to do so and that our
synagogue will once again be ﬁlled to capacity.
2021 started with a celebra on of Tu BiShevat in a very

small group of Havurah members, mostly in the Etz Hayyim courtyard as Covid-restric ons hat, by then, limited
the number of people allowed inside the synagogue to
eight. The tradi onal holiday dish, Ashure, was prepared
this year for the ﬁrst me, but with much success, by our

Jottings
staﬀ member Giorgos Psaroudakis based on the recipe in
Nikos’ “Cookbook of the Jews of Greece.” The gathering
for Purim was even smaller because, at the me, only 3
people were legally allowed inside the synagogue.
With Hania once more being in the strictest level of lock-
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down, just like in 2020, unfortunately there will not be
any opportunity for the Havurah to come together for a
community Seder as we usually to. However, we remain
op mis c that “next year” we will all be together at Etz
Hayyim again.
Alexandra Ario

The Search for an Etrog for Sukkot at Etz Hayyim
We all know that you can’t have a Sukkah, or for that
ma er properly celebrate the fes val of Sukkot without
an Etrog (citron). Every day during Sukkot, we say a
blessing over the Lulav (palm branch, myrtle and willows) and Etrog, with the fruit held in the le hand and
the Lulav in the right hand a er which the Lulav is shaken in six direc ons to remind us that God is everywhere.
Under the Sukkah, the Etrog is stored in a special ornamental box to protect the fruit as it must remain un-

Etrog began in earnest, with Etz Hayyim’s staﬀ members
each making phone calls to local growers, nurseries, to a
representa ve from the local agricultural ins tute, but
with no luck other than learning that 30 years ago many
citron/etrog trees were grown in the Apokoronas region
east of Hania. Some of us went on foot to some fruit and
vegetable retailers in the quest to locate an Etrog, but
no luck.
At the end of the day, we wondered what we would do

The Etrog of the year in its small wooden box, inside the large wooden box specially made last year by Gerry Du on.

Table in our Sukkah with Lulav and the Etrog during the Erev Sukkot
service.

blemished according to Jewish law.
Every year for Sukkot, Etz Hayyim receives a special
package containing a Lulav and Etrog from Israel via the
Athens Jewish community, which usually arrives some
days before the fes val. This year, however, no such
package was sent from Israel because of the Covid-19
pandemic. At the me, we didn’t worry too much as we
knew that we could at least make our own Lulav as we
have a willow and myrtle in the synagogue courtyard
and palm trees are also quite easily available in Crete.
And more importantly, we have an Etrog tree in the
northern courtyard which usually bears a large number
of fruit at this me of year1. As with so many other
things: Not so in 2020. Our Etrog tree was looking remarkably bare and we began to worry. The search for an

without the all-important Etrog for this year’s Sukkot
and then we spo ed it. Looking up at our seemingly
bare Etrog tree, our eagle-eyed former President, Marianna Vinther, pointed to its green leafy branches and
exclaimed with understated excitement that we indeed
had our Etrog, a small green fruit looking more like a
lime, but an Etrog nonetheless. And so, our search for
this special symbolic fruit ended as we gently placed it in
its ornamental box alongside the Lulav under the Sukkah, perhaps the only Etrog currently in existence on the
whole island.
Alexandra Ario
1

And o en quite enourmous ones, as we reported in Jo ngs no. 25, p.
36. All edi ons of Jo ngs are available online on our website: www.etzhayyim-hania.org/research-library/jo ngs-etz-hayyim-newsle er/
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In Memoriam Joseph Ventura ()ז״ל
Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics, University of Crete
7 March 1938 – 5 October 2020 | 4 Adar II 5698 – 17 Tishrei 5781
Etz Hayyim Synagogue is
saddened to announce
the passing of Joseph
Eugene Ventura.
He will be dearly missed
as a cherished and dedicated member of our Havurah and Treasurer of
the Not-for-Proﬁt Corpora on Etz Hayyim, which
operates the Synagogue,
since the Corpora on’s
establishment in 2010.
Joseph’s connec on with
and care for Etz Hayyim
stretched much further back and was much deeper than
such a technical posi on might suggest. When, in 1983,
he ﬁrst met Nikos Stavroulakis, then-director of the Jewish Museum of Greece in Athens, Joseph could not have
foreseen the reconstruc on of Etz Hayyim by Nikos nor
the impact it would have on him. Joseph characterized
the inaugura on of the newly restored synagogue in
Hania sixteen years later (in 1999) as an “impressive
gathering.” Following the reopening, which for him
meant a new focal point for Jewish life on Crete, he
a ended at every possible opportunity – together with
his wife Natalie and daughter Lea – holiday services,
communal meals at Rosh Hashana and Passover, and
community events at Etz Hayyim, where he became an
integral part of the Havurah.
On the third anniversary of the rededica on, he wrote

“Etz Hayyim is […] admired by throngs of visitors to Hania as an architectural ornament to the town, as well as a
place of prayer and peaceful contempla on; it is a place
of study through its unique library, and also a rich spiritual and cultural center with a substan al and widening
range of ac vi es. It is a source of pride that there is
again a center of Jewish presence on Crete, and in fact
one that with its vitality has a strong appeal to both its
Jewish and non-Jewish friends.”
As a Board of Trustees member, too, he was a dedicated
supporter of the work and various projects of Etz Hayyim. He regularly called the oﬃce to ask: “So, how are
things? What’s new?” And he was always very obliging
when tedious administra ve ma ers called for his signature or visi ng a notary. He contributed to Jo ngs, Etz
Hayyim Synagogue’s twice-yearly newsle er, several
mes.
In 2018, at the age of 80, he drove from Heraklion,
where he’d been a resident since late 1983, to Hania to
a end the two-day seminar “How to teach about the
Holocaust in Greece”, which Etz Hayyim hosted together
with the Jewish Museum of Greece. We always sincerely
appreciated his presence and warm support; and during
all of his visits we found the opportunity to sit together
in the Etz Hayyim courtyard and oﬀer him his beloved
tea. Sadly, the last me we sat together like this was on
3 August 2020, the day a er the Memorial service for
the Tanais vic ms, for which he had come to Hania specially.
Joseph was a very calm, so -spoken person; his voice
s ll occasionally ﬁlled the Etz Hayyim Synagogue. On one
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memorable occasion he ﬁlled in for the rabbi saying the
blessings over the marriage vow renewal of Hannah
Nerbovig and Gerardo Ojeda Ebert, who came to Crete
all the way from the USA for their special event. During
several memorial services he read the Greek version of
his wife’s poem dedicated to the lost Cretan Jewish
community. In 2015, he launched his own book, “Leaves
in the Wind. Memoir of a Sephardi Family,” in which he
recounts the fascina ng and drama c story of his family’s life before and during the Second World War.
Joseph was born in Athens in 1938 and survived the German occupa on of Greece during the Second World War
as a young boy having obtained false papers and hiding
in the outskirts of Athens along with his family. He later
learned, as he wrote in his memoir, that “the process by
which false papers were obtained was rela vely simple.
The then-director of the Athens Police Force, Angelos
Evert, gave orders to his inner circle of local police chiefs
to discreetly issue false documents to Jews (and to other
needy categories as well, I would assume). In addi on,
Greek Prime Minister Rallis and, especially, Archbishop
Damaskinos of Athens made repeated requests to the
local German administra on to put an end to the deporta on of the Greek Jews. […] Nevertheless, the acceptance and support of the Greek authori es might not
have been enough. Key to the collec ve survival of the
Athenian Jews was also the compassion and solidarity of
the Greek popula on, which ac vely countered the German brutali es.”
“At ﬁrst we were protected by the fact that southern
Greece had ini ally been under Italian administra on,
and the Italians hadn’t collaborated with the German
plan for the extermina on of the Jews. This state of
aﬀairs was overturned towards the end of 1943, however, following the Allied invasion of southern Italy and the
subsequent Italian surrender (September 8, 1943). A er
this, southern Greece came under German jurisdic on,

and it was then that the real persecu on began for us.
Central to our survival was the ini a ve taken by the
Athens Jewish Community in declaring that all its records had been destroyed in a recent ﬁre, and in arranging for the escape of Chief Rabbi Eliahu Barzilai, who
was ‘kidnapped’ along with his family by the ELAS guerilla on September 25, 1943. Following this, we ourselves
go into hiding at a friend’s (den st G. Ioannides) country
house in the suburb of Holargos north of Athens, with
false papers.
“Throughout the year that followed, I’m called Constan ne Vasiliades, and, of course I celebrate my nameday on May 21 along with my mother “Eleni.” My father,
“Aris dis Vasiliades”, has a photo taken for his new I.D.
card spor ng a thick mustache that dras cally changes
his appearance.
“It was said in the family that I had fully internalized
my war me-occupa on self in Holargos, and it had never occurred to me that I would call anyone by their old
names.”
Joseph had an accomplished career as an academic and
poli cal ac vist: Having par cular interest in and sensivity toward environmental issues, he was an ac ve
member of the Green party.
His academic career as an astrophysicist with a focus on
the physics of strong magne c ﬁelds, pulsars and magne zed neutron stars began with an undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering from the Na onal Technical University of Athens in 1962. In 1966, he completed a Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Physics at the Weizmann Ins tute in Israel and received his PhD in theore cal astrophysics in 1975 from the City University of New
York. Between 1975 and 1980, he was a research associate at the Universi es of Köln and Hamburg as well as at
the Max Planck Ins tute for Extraterrestrial Physics
(MPE) in Garching, West Germany. From 1981 to 1983,
he was a visi ng researcher at the Ins tut d’Astrophysique de Paris and University of Tübingen (Germany).
Between 1983 and 2006, he was a faculty member of
the Physics Department of the University of Crete, and
an associate researcher with the MPE and at the Founda on of Research and Technology - Hellas (FORTH). He
was a member of the Greek Na onal Commi ee for Astronomy and served as one of its presidents; he also
served as a na onal representa ve to the journal Astronomy & Astrophysics.
May his memory be a blessing.

Joseph Ventura (centre) with his wife Natalie at an Etz Hayyim
community Seder

Joseph Ventura (2nd from let in front row) a ending the seminar
“How to teach about the Holocaust in Greece”, Hania 2018.

Poster announcing the presenta on of Joseph Ventura’s “Leaves in
the Wind” at Etz Hayyim Synagogue, 2015.

We would like to thank those who have already made
contribu ons to Etz Hayyim Synagoge in Joseph’s loving
memory, namely Lea Ventura, Florence Baturin, Adele
Graf, and Sherri Moshman.
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Nikos Stavroulakis ()זצ״ל

White Linen Bags
by Vasileios Varouhakis

le : view of the construc on site from the south, before the
tombs were unearthed. © personal archive V. Varouhakis

White linen bags, sweat, lots of sun, tense faces. Not
much of a grand exit from the underworld; a delicate
ma er of high importance for some people, a nuisance
for others- be er forgo en or at least a job to get done
swi ly. A er all, these white linen bags were there for us
to collect the remains of ﬁ een individuals whose bodies
were exhumed on a construc on site in Hania’s Nea Hora district where the city’s Jewish cemetery was once
located. Part of a material past that remained in the
shadows of local memory for too long, these bones
would put the history of a whole community back on the
map in a very tangible way.
The occasion was rather awkward. According to Jewish
religious law, the removal of the dead from their burial
ground is prohibited. Yet, modern life has other priories. So, there we all were, with Nikos and Alex, in me
for the collec on of the bones on this sunny, hot day in
June 2009. They also brought with them a metal ﬂat-bed
cart in order to move the body bags to the synagogue
where Nikos planned to build an ossuary for them.
At that me, it didn’t come to mind, but what took place
was, in a surreal way, a reverse funeral procession. Following a route leading from the Firkas fort on the western side of the Chania’s Vene an for ﬁca on and heading towards Evraiki, the old Jewish quarter, we somehow
reenacted, although backwards, the steps of the Haniote
Jews who, for centuries, carried their dead out of the city
walls to the Jewish cemetery.
It was striking, but true that the majority of modern Haniotes didn’t know that there was a Jewish cemetery in
Nea Hora up un l WWII. And for some of those people
who did know about the cemetery, they certainly didn’t
want to remember- judging from the reac ons of an illtempered woman living next to the construc on site

who, from her roo op, accused us of being responsible
for awakening the Jewish vampires buried there.
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part of the uniﬁed Ephorate of An qui es of Chania)
was forced to intervene in order to remove human
bones from ﬁ een roughly-made graves which clearly
dated to a later period and were certainly not medieval.
This led myself and my colleagues, as well as Nikos to
think they were related to the twilight of Chania’s Jewish community during WWII. Heading the opera on, I
found myself overwhelmed by the has ness of the situaon and the historicity of it too.

the material remains of his ancestors.
This is the story of an extraordinary excava on on the
fringes of the history of Chania, a glimpse of a non-place,
namely the Jewish cemetery of the city taken over by
has ly planned building blocks; a story in which the main
protagonists have either remained silent for a long me
or are no longer with us. Par ally an archaeological ethnography, par ally an autoethnography, this story needs
to be told and it will be told.

Nikos insisted that because the construc on was going
ahead regardless and the bodies therefore had to be
removed, at the very least, they needed to be reburied
somewhere appropriate. Fully realising the importance
of such a discovery that was generally ignored at the
me, Nikos relessly searched for the more eﬀec ve
and modest way to oﬀer some peace and security for

Vasileios Varouchakis is a Haniote archaeologist (PhD),
un l recently working for the Ephorate of An qui es of
Hania. This piece is a snippet from a bigger paper discussing the circumstances under which the excava on of the
Jewish tombs at Nea Hora took place in May 2009, which
will be presented during an interna onal symposium
scheduled by Etz Hayyim Synagogue in the near future.

Recent Events
Annual Memorial for the Vic ms of the Tanais and Hashkabah for Cretan Jewish Community

Amidst this situa on, Nikos remained a pillar of sobriety and painful recollec on, once again gathering fragmented traces of a lost community - nothing less than
his heritage. He and I had already been acquainted, since
I asked for his assistance from me to me when I was
cataloguing the lithics collec on of the Ephorate. This
collec on included three broken Jewish tombstones
from the cemetery, their Hebrew inscrip ons requiring
transla on. He was always willing to help and eager to
get his hands on any piece of Cretan Jewish history that
he was not already familiar with. When I met him and
told him about the graves being unearthed in Nea Hora,
he was not at all surprised. Since his return to Chania
and the reopening of Etz Hayyim Synagogue twenty
years ago, Nikos received sporadic visits from people
building or renova ng their houses in that area, usually
asking him to collect “some bones found” and perhaps
even asking him to recite a prayer to “keep the disturbed spirits away”. Nikos was always there, saddened
that he was not able to provide the much-needed care
to the deceased or that there was very li le or no concern expressed on behalf of the state authori es to research and rediscover the mortuary archaeology of the
Chaniote Jews.
However, this par cular occasion seemed to represent
something altogether bigger. Most of the tombs were
not disturbed. They were not simply bone fragments or
just one single, par ally discovered tomb. The site was
surely within the boundaries of the former Jewish cemetery. Yet, the bones were recovered under circumstances that were far from ideal. Under conﬂic ng jurisdicons, the 28th Ephorate of Byzan ne An qui es (now

On 2 August, a er a two-month delay due to the Covid19 pandemic, the annual memorial for the vic ms of the
sinking of the Tanais ship took place at the monument
in the Koum Kapi neighbourhood of Hania. The event
was well-a ended, with more than ﬁ y par cipants
spreading out around the monument due to social distancing obliga ons. A report was published in the local
newspaper, Hanio ka Nea (see next page).
As in 2019, the memorial prayers for the three groups of
vic ms – the Jewish community of Crete, Greek Orthodox members of the Cretan Resistance and Italian prisoners of war – were conducted by the Rabbi of Athens,
Gabriel Negrin, the Greek Orthodox Metropolitan of

Dignitaries and public oﬃcials during the memorial event.

Kydonia & Apokoronas, Damaskinos, and pater Lucas
Romani of the Catholic church in Chania.
For the ﬁrst me, both the Prefect of Hania, Nikolaos
Kalogeris, and the Mayor of Hania, Panagio s
Simandirakis, were present, along with the Ambassador
of the State of Israel in Greece, Yossi Amrani. They all
delivered short addresses which we document on page
9ﬀ.
Incidentally, 2 August also marks, since 2015, the European Roma Holocaust Memorial Day. Victor Eliezer, Secretary General of the Central Board of Jewish Communies in Greece (KISE), also men oned the vic ms of the
Romani genocide (Porajmos), together with other
groups of vic ms. The addresses were concluded by Social Anthropologist and President of the Board of Etz Hayyim, Vassiliki
Yiakoumaki, who emphasized the importance of the memorial as an intercultural event and as a contribu on to interfaith
dialogue.
The oﬃcial memorial at the monument was
followed by the Hashkabah/memorial service for the Cretan Jewish community at Etz
Hayyim Synagogue led by Rabbi Negrin.
Because of strict public health measures,
this event was not open to the public and
as such, it was only a ended by Havurah
members, as well as Ambassador Amrani.
The names of the vic ms of the Cretan Jewish community were read aloud and candles lit in their memory. Anja Zuckmantel
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Report in local newspaper Hanio ka Nea, 3 August 2020:
Remembering the Vic ms of the ‘Tanais’, in the Presence of the Israeli Ambassador

The people of Chania honoured the sacriﬁce of the vicms of the “Tanais” – Cretan Jews, Chris an members
of the Resistance, Italian prisoners of war, more than
400 souls who lost their lives in the Cretan Sea in June
1944 while they were taken to the concerta on camps
by the Nazi invaders.
Members of the Jewish community, numerous members
of the public and the local authori es were gathered at
the modest monument in the Koum Kapi neighbourhood,
while memorial prayers were given by the Metropolitan
Bishop of Kidonias and Apokoronou Damaskinos, the
Rabbi of Athens Gabriel Negrin and the vicar father Luca

Romani, representa ve of the Roman Catholic church.
“Jews lived in Crete and in the city of Hania since 400
B.C” emphasised the Ambassador of the State of Israel,
Mr Yossi Amrani, whose short speech focused in the sacriﬁce of Jewish community of the island, but also on the
death of the Orthodox and Catholic as well. He stressed
that ceremonies such as the one that took place yesterday “are a symbol of unity and fraternity of the Greek
people. Greeks were one of the few na ons that said
‘NO’ to the Nazi evil”.
The representa ve of the Central Board of Jewish Communi es in Greece, Mr Victor Eliezer, underlined in his
address that oblivion “is the worst enemy of humanity.
During the worst crime in history, the Holocaust,
there were perpetrators, who are well known,
but also there were also vic ms. Innocent people, members of the Resistance, people who
were diﬀerent: Romani people, Jews, le ists, liberals! But there were also bystanders who did
not act as humanity might have dictated and
allowed the deporta on of 60,000 Jews from
Greece to the concerta on camps and six million
Jews in total. This is the reason why memory is
important because it leads to knowledge and in
addi on to the transmission of the knowledge,
so that neither new perpetrators nor new bystanders will emerge.” The President of the
Board of Trustees of Etz Hayyim Synagogue, Mrs
Vasiliki Yiakoumaki, emphasised the importance
and the contribu on of Etz Hayyim Synagogue to
interreligious dialogue.
The Prefect of Hania, Nikos Kalogeris, said at his
address that “we must never allow again fascism
to prevail or any other kind of totalitarianism of
any colour or dogma which causes fana cism
and depravity among people in order to rule.”
The Mayor of Hania, Mr Panayo s Simandirakis,
indicated that “Crete and the city of Hania
suﬀered a lot and unfortunately we honour the
loss of the Jewish community of our city, a community that oﬀered a lot with the city’s social,
economic and cultural life.”
The ceremony was supposed to take place at the
beginning of June but was postponed due to the
corona-virus situa on.
Giorgos Konstas

Jottings
Nikolaos Kalogeris, Prefect of Chania:
This ceremony is really important for the younger genera ons, as it keeps the memory of the vic ms of the
Tanais alive. On that tragic night, the Jewish community
of Crete perished in an instant, forever, and it is a crime
commi ed by the German occupiers of Crete that I remember well as in that boat, 25 people from my village,
a small mountainous village which is called Kampi Kidonias, lost their lives. Those people were arrested during
an opera on by the Nazi Germans and those people,
among them Italians prisoners of war, 650 people in
total*, were sent into the storeroom of Tanais where
they suﬀered a dreadful death. Beyond remembering
and honouring the memory of these people, it is important to protest and ﬁght against any kind of fascism
and totalitarianism, of any colour and doctrine, which
devalues man and turns him against anyone who is
diﬀerent. This is our duty.
*Editor’s note: ongoing research suggests the number
was closer to around 500 people, 260 of whom were
Jewish.
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nies like this one give us faith that we should preserve
memory, memory reminding us that human life is the
most important gi , regardless of religion, colour or any
other discrimina on. For this reason, this event has a
special meaning today and I would like to thank you for
your a endance; speciﬁcally, I would like to thank the
Ambassador of the State of Israel who honours us today
with his presence. I am sure that the meless contribuon of the Synagogue of Hania will con nue to remind
us of those dark moments in our history in order to help
us avoid making the same mistakes in the future.
Yossi Amrani, Ambassador of the State of Israel in
Greece:
It is a moving moment to be here where Jewish life abruptly ended in June 1944. It is signiﬁcant that Etz Hayyim, the Tree of Life, is s ll alive through the memory,
educa on and the history. Jews lived in Hania, in Crete
from the 3rd century B.C. onwards. Then the end came
for Jewish life in this country and signiﬁcantly, we must
remember that it was not just Jews; we need to remem-

From le : Nikolaos Kalogeris (Prefect of Hania), Panagio s Simandirakis (Mayor of Hania), Yossi Amrani (Ambassador of Israel)

Panagio s Simandirakis, Mayor of Hania:
This ceremony is humble, but it commemorates an important incident. This incident reveals one more aspect
about the atrocity that hurt humanity and created stories of terror. Hania and Crete suﬀered a great deal and
unfortunately today, we honour the memory of the perished Jewish community of our city. This community was
remarkably ac ve in our city, contribu ng to the culture,
economy and the society of Hania in general. Three hundred and ﬁ y-three people were lost that night, the majority of them were Jews. This incident sends us an important message that during mes of doubt and diﬃcules, like the present me, we should have faith. Ceremo-

ber this fact, as the three religions, Orthodox, Catholic
and Jews gather here today to pray together in unity, in
fraternity, in memory. But on that ship were 276 Jews
and only eight were le on the island of Crete. However,
there were other people on the ship, arrested to be deported because of their poli cal views, because they
were ﬁgh ng against the Nazis, 600 people*. This is symbolic of the unity and the fraternity of the Greek people,
one of the few people of the world who dared to say
“OXI”. We need to remember for all of us, as a message
against the forces of evil, and evil did not come to an end
with the Nazis. There is evil in the world so it is important
for all of us to remember and educate the young genera-
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ons about the importance of standing up on moral values, ﬁgh ng for humanity, for people, regardless of the
ethnicity, religion, gender. This is the message, and those
birds (the monument) are ﬂying to heaven, not drowning
in to the sea. This is the legacy and what we should remember. Thank you very much for the organisers, Vasiliki and others for arranging this event and bringing
people together.

Victor Eliezer (Secretary General of KISE); wreath laid in the name of
KISE and the Board of Trustee of the Not-for-Proﬁt Etz Hayyim.
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Victor Eliezer, Secretary General of the Central Board of
Jewish Communi es in Greece:
These days are days of memory and it is the memory
that stands up against oblivion. Oblivion is the number
one enemy against humanity. As you know, when crimes
are commi ed, par cularly the most dreadful crime
against humanity that took place during the Holocaust,
there were perpetrators who are well-known, but also
vic ms like innocent people, par sans,
Romani people, Jews, le ists, liberals. Yet,
at that me, there were also bystanders
who did not act as humanly as they
should, so they allowed the deporta on of
sixty thousand Greek Jews to the concentra on camps, six million Jewish people
from the European con nent. Therefore,
memory is important, but it should be led
by knowledge, by the transmission of
knowledge to the next genera ons so
there will not be new oblivions or observers. This is the reason why we are here
today, three months later than the usual
date on which we commemorate this
event because of the coronavirus, but I
believe that it is also a really important
moment, as important is the role of Etz
Hayyim Synagogue in preserving the
memory and transmi ng the knowledge.
© photographs: Thrasivolos Papastra s
Transla on of Hanio ka Nea ar cle and speeches:
Giorgos Psaroudakis

Since mid-September 2020, Maria Sanadaki’s photographic exhibi on, “Tel Aviv & Jerusalem Through My
Eyes” has been on display here. In 2019, Maria visited
Israel for ten days without having a smartphone with
her. “Traveling alone, exploring with no guidance. Using
just a ny map and a camera”, as Maria has wri en in
the descrip on of her exhibi on. During Maria’s trip, she
experienced much hospitality from all of the Israelis
whom she met. “When they saw me looking on my map,
many people ini ally asked ‘where are you from?’ or ‘do
you need any help?’. They gave me ps for restaurants
and bars. They also told me about special places in their
neighbourhoods that I should see. This happened to me
all the me!”.
During her trip, Maria shot approximately 400 photos in
Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa and Jerusalem. For the exhibi on, she selected eleven images from each city. The photographs
show both the people and architecture of these ci es;
you can see a clothes line full of white laundry in front of
an empty balcony or two black dressed Jewish-Orthodox
men with cylinder-type hats, walking and ges cula ng as
they talk in front of a sandstone wall. Maria organised
her photographs thema cally for her exhibi on: “I decided to show mainly people in Jerusalem and old structures or interes ng building parts from Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa.”
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ly Sepulchre. He is kneeling and praying alone in front of
a sandstone wall.
Shortly a er Maria had arrived in Jerusalem, she ended
up in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre by chance. As she
entered, Maria saw hundreds of people wai ng in front
of the empty tomb of Jesus. Only four people can enter
there at the same me so Maria decided to return the
next morning. “When I arrived there at 7:00 a.m., there
were again about 200 people wai ng in front of the
tomb. However, I stayed and waited. A er I was ﬁnally
allowed to enter the ny room, I had roughly 15 seconds
to stay. Suddenly, a priest knocked on the door. It was
the sign to leave.” A er this stressful experience, Maria
saw the praying man in front of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre. He stayed there alone, outside the building,
undisturbed. “He spent about 30 minutes there. The
man just looked at the wall so he could focus on medita ng. He had his eyes closed … blocking out what was
happening behind him and in the tomb in front of him.”
A er Maria had observed him for a while, she took her
camera and took that photo.

Maria has some favourite pictures. One of them portrays a white dressed man outside the Church of the Ho-

Pictures like this one now decorate the Jennifer Stein
Memorial Library, further enhancing and intensifying its
peaceful atmosphere. A calm room with quiet,
though ul photos; that’s harmony. Maria’s exhibi on
makes climbing up those dark wooden stairs to Nikos’
former oﬃce even more worth the visit.
Tobias Schmitzberger

One of Maria’s favourite photographs: “morning prayers”.

Photograph “trapped shadows”, taken in Tel Aviv.

Photo exhibi on by Maria Sanadaki: “Tel Aviv & Jerusalem Through My Eyes”
Maria Sanadaki could hardly ﬁnd a more
suitable space in Hania to present her photographs. This is because Nikos Stavroulakis’
former oﬃce immediately adjacent to Etz
Hayyim Synagogue, dedicated as the Jennifer Stein Memorial Library, is a special
place. As you climb the dark wooden staircase, all sounds around you slowly wash
away. You enter a cosy room cloaked in an
especially peaceful atmosphere. A huge,
arched window oﬀers a view of the main
hall of the synagogue below. In former
mes, this place was the Ezrath Nashim
from where Jewish women could follow religious services. This room was constructed
for praying and contempla on, and somehow this space has never lost this aura.

The exhibi on “Tel Aviv & Jerusalem Through My Eyes” will remain in place throughout the summer of 2021, when
hopefully Etz Hayyim can welcome visitors again. A series of gree ngs cards (A5, folded) and original high-quality prints
of selected photographs by Maria Sanadaki are available with proceeds being donated by Maria to support the work
and maintenance of Etz Hayyim Synagogue.
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Ongoing Projects

Looking back on two years of coopera on, learning and
innova ve heritage presenta on
When I wrote in Jo ngs 23 (September 2018) that “Etz
Hayyim has the opportunity to par cipate together with
six partner organisa ons in a project on cultural heritage
funded by the European Commission as part of the European Year of Culture Heritage,” li le did I know then
what this project really held in store for us. As of 15 December 2020, the Heritage Contact Zone (HCZ) project
has now been oﬃcially concluded which gives me the
opportunity to recapitulate some of the major outcomes
of a project that, in my view, turned into a major milestone for the development of Etz Hayyim.
Milestone for Etz Hayyim as a heritage organisa on
Etz Hayyim, located on the island of Crete, an idyllic holiday des na on that also evokes the mythology and heritage of the Minoan civiliza on for its many visitors,
seems to be far removed from the current surge in public a en on to history and heritage in the poli cal context of post-colonial discussion, revisionism over na onal iden es, the Black Lives Ma er and other social jusce movements. And yet, in many respects, the presence of Etz Hayyim in Hania is a ﬁ ng illustra on of how
much our histories and roots, our places of memory and
the stories we tell about them ma er for the cohesion

The Heritage Contact Zone consor um.

of a society and the feeling of belonging for all its members. The HCZ project inves gated the poten al of heritage spaces for crea ve processes and dialogue. By focusing on contested, neglected or marginalized heritage,
HCZ aimed to develop innova ve and inclusive forms of
heritage representa on, using heritage as a space for
dialogue and for making poten al conﬂict over interpreta ons and narra ves construc ve. At Etz Hayyim, this
project challenged us to explore new ways of engaging
with the local community that go well beyond the inclusive narra ve of the place of the Cretan Jewish community within the larger history of Crete and Greece which
we present to our visitors during guided tours.
For Etz Hayyim, HCZ was the ﬁrst major European collabora ve project and thus an exci ng opportunity to learn
from the diverse experiences, projects and methodologies employed by our six project partners from the Netherlands, Hungary, Romania, Germany, Italy and Belgium.
At regular partner mee ngs, we were able to learn more
about the speciﬁc, o en challenging local contexts that
our partner organisa ons are working in, e.g. in Budapest (see Jo ngs 24), Marseille (Jo ngs 25) and
Timisoara (Jo ngs 26). The partner mee ngs also represented welcome opportuni es to advance the joint pro-
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ject by sharing ideas and developing project content together. The two-year project, now fully documented on
the HCZ website (h ps://heritagecontactzone.com/),
produced four major outcomes: ﬁve local exhibi ons,
one of them in Hania; a Toolkit for working with contested heritage; ﬁve new permanent “heritage contact
zones”, one of them in Hania; and the online conference
“Open Up!”, which concluded the project.
Exhibi ons developed in par cipatory workshops
In October 2019, the exhibi on “Parallel Points of View”
was
on
display
in
Hania
(see
h p://heritagecontactzone.com/hania/). The exhibi on
presented ten alterna ve perspec ves on the history
and society of Crete that covered the mediaeval Emirate
of Crete, the O oman period and today’s Muslim presence to Romaniote and Sephardi Jewish views and a
women’s perspec ve, together with views from the Roma, LGBTQ+, expatriate and refugee communi es. The
exhibi on was co-created in par cipatory workshops
with ten groups represen ng the various perspec ves
which resulted in a compila on of ﬁ y individual stories
and objects. In the exhibi on, these objects were juxtaposed with works by Cretan modern ar sts. In Jo ngs
26, Konstan n Fischer, a local ar st and Etz Hayyim Havurah member, who curated the exhibi on for Etz Hayyim as part of the Heritage Contact Zone project, reﬂected on the exhibi on and the par cipatory workshops.
Collabora ve wri ng and tes ng of the Toolkit
The opening of the exhibi on coincided with a mee ng

le : selec on of items from the
“Parallel Points of View”
exhibi on;
right: cover of the HCZ Toolkit.
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of the HCZ partners in Hania. However, the main focus of
that mee ng was the commencement of the co-wri ng
of a Toolkit for dealing with diﬃcult and contested heritage. In retrospect, this was a key moment for the collabora ve project as the partners could reﬂect on their parcipatory workshops and co-created exhibi ons: the
methods they had employed, what had worked or where
they had faced diﬃcul es and how they had addressed
those diﬃcul es and challenges. The Toolkit was conceptualised as an aid for other heritage organisa ons in developing ini a ves that create new memory communies and engage the public in crea ve ways. The Toolkit
includes two sets of ques ons – conceptual and prac cal
– with corresponding sugges ons how to address those
thirteen ques ons ranging from “How to claim and communicate legi macy for the ini a ve of a project?” to
“How to build and engage your memory community?”
and “How to disseminate and deal with the media?”.
The Toolkit was created in a co-wri ng process over several months with the project partners contribu ng individual sec ons and giving feedback on the other partners’ contribu ons. We were quite a diverse group of
prac oners contribu ng a wide range of par cipatory
workshop and exhibi on concepts and, at the same me,
varying levels of theore cal frameworks, diﬀerent ins tu onal contexts, as well as diﬀerent local and na onal
contexts. As a result, the Toolkit has quite a broad scope
and applicability and is indeed a “toolbox” from which
heritage prac oners can pick speciﬁc tools applicable to
their speciﬁc contexts. The project partners came to realise this broad applicability during a series of ﬁve Toolkit
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tes ng workshops during the summer of 2020. For one
such workshop, Etz Hayyim hosted the German War
Graves Commission (Volksbund deutsche Kriegsgräberfürsorge) in July 2020. The Toolkit was tested for a very
speciﬁc project: the reconceptualisa on of the permanent exhibi on at the German war cemetery in Maleme,
just west of Hania.
The associate partner Volksbund was founded in 1919
a er the First World War and maintains more than 800
German military cemeteries in 46 countries. One of them
is located in Maleme, which is also the one most frequented by visitors among all the cemeteries maintained
by Volksbund. In recent years, Volksbund has placed
more emphasis on making their cemeteries not only
places of individual commemora on, but ﬁrst and foremost places of learning and cri cal reﬂec on. It is in this
context that the longstanding exhibi on at the Maleme
war cemetery is presently under review and the staﬀ of
Etz Hayyim has been consul ng Volksbund on this project upon the request of the Volksbund Secretary General. (The current exhibi on in Maleme is problema c on
many levels; in the next edi on of Jo ngs we will publish an insigh ul ar cle by our current Gedenkdienst volunteer Tobias about the Maleme project.)
The concept for a new exhibi on at the Maleme cemetery states as one of its main aims that visitors shall not
simply absorb informa on, but also be oﬀered the opportunity to learn about the complexity of historical
events and to leave the exhibi on with ques ons rather
than with reconﬁrmed certain es. One of the main
changes will be the focus on the impact of the German
occupa on on the daily life of the local popula on, repression and atroci es, as well as the fate of the Cretan
Jewish community.
In the Toolkit workshop, which took place online due to
the Covid pandemic, the staﬀ of Etz Hayyim discussed
the challenges and poten al content of a revised exhibion with Daniela Schily (Secretary General of Volksbund), Harald John (head of public rela ons at Volks-

bund), Henrik Hug (representa ve of the local chapter of
Volksbund in the federal state of Thuringia), historian
Corinna Kuhr-Korolev (curator) and Albrecht Viertel from
the kursiv company in Dresden, which was commissioned for the new exhibi on in Maleme. It became clear
that one of the main challenges centred on how to present the history of the German Occupa on of Crete to a
broad audience – ranging from local Cretans and schools
to visi ng tourists – in an engaging way and to raise
awareness and gain acceptance for this new inclusive
and cri cal approach to presen ng this painful and o en
contested part of Cretan history.
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hood was like or what the historic quarter could mean
for today’s Hania. In keeping with the par cipatory character of the HCZ project, we added an interac ve element to the Evraiki map: the “Mapping Hania” project
invites the wider public to share their personal view and
mental map of the city and will eventually create a mullayered mosaic of personal maps of the town and poten ally start a conversa on of what we do, could or
maybe should see. (We will present the “Mapping Hania” project in the next edi on of Jo ngs.)

Permanent contact zone: Tour of Evraiki and par cipatory project “Mapping Hania”
The destruc on of the Jewish community of Crete during
the Second World War will be presented in the new exhibi on at Maleme as an integral component of the history
of the German Occupa on. This adds to our con nued
eﬀorts to make the history of the Cretan Jewish community more visible both to locals and visitors alike.
Applying the HCZ concept made us also more fully aware
to what extent Etz Hayyim is indeed a contact zone, that
is, a heritage site where the wider public can learn about
aspects of (Cretan) heritage and history that have been
neglected or sidelined by mainstream and na onalist
representa ons of the past. This heightened sense of our
role as a cultural mediator made us re-contextualise the
map for a walking tour through the historic Jewish quarter of Hania, which the Etz Hayyim staﬀ had been developing since spring 2019. This map has now been published as part of the Heritage Contact Zone project as a
“new permanent contact zone”: it oﬀers a new layer to
the past and present geography of Hania. It will give
new, more tangible meaning to the name “Evraiki”,
which is s ll applied today to the area around Etz Hayyim, but with li le meaning or connota on for locals
about what life in this centuries-old Jewish neighbour-

Open Up! Conference and “Rooted Par cipa on”
The HCZ project concluded with the online conference
“Open Up!” which was held 23-26 November 2020. The
conference oﬀered three local workshops, a keynote
presenta on by Hungarian historian Andrea Pető on
“Shame and the memory poli cs of illiberal states” and a
session with European policy-makers. The HCZ partners
launched the Toolkit in the session “OPEN UP! – working
with contested heritage”, during which I had the opportunity to present Etz Hayyim’s contribu on to the project. In the session with policy-makers, the HCZ partners
presented their policy paper “Rooted Par cipa on: Heritage Contact Zone in support of new heritage policies”
that was derived from the experiences and challenges of
the two-year HCZ program. The policy paper emphasises
that: “Now is the me to place community involvement
to co-design and manage […] processes [of heritage interven on] at the core” of European cultural programs.
(See some key observa ons and policy recommendaons from the policy paper in the box to the right).
What’s next … TCZ (Training for the Contact Zone)

Par cipants of the Toolkit workshop (le ), sample page from the Heritage Contact Zone Toolkit (right)

A er two years of conceptualising and applying innovave and par cipatory forms of heritage representa on,
what’s next? The HCZ partners have applied for a grant
for a follow-up project that could allow us to further disseminate and apply the HCZ Toolkit on a European and
local level. We of course hope very much that the applica on will be successful so that we can con nue the successful and inspiring collabora on. In any case, we intend to apply the Toolkit also in coopera on with other
local and interna onal partners as we plan to ini ate
more projects dealing with contested heritage with local
and interna onal partners.
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[…] In many countries
and regions, the heritage
sector is deeply ed to
the tourism industry, an
o en vital source of income for local economies. The contested relaon between heritage,
urban development, regenera on, preserva on
and tourism should be
carefully re-examined
with the aim to ensure
the sustainability of the
host communi es, their
cultural prac ces and environment. Lack of community
involvement in the management of tourism, as well as
in urban and heritage regenera on, especially in rural
areas, can lead to the loss of cultural diversity, displacement of communi es, gentriﬁca on and erosion
of local authen city.
[…] Therefore we would welcome the stronger recognion of a value of cultural heritage that goes beyond
the dimension of tangible assets: that is, heritage as a
place for public engagement, reﬂec on and reinven on of communi es’ contested stories and histories. Communi es, ci zens’ engagement, coconstruc on and par cipa on are cri cal elements that
must be at the core of any heritage interven on. Informed par cipa on of communi es helps foster ownership and ensures adequate responses to local reali es
and needs. Promo ng diversity in interven ons, par cularly intercultural encounters, contributes to the wellbeing of ci zens as a whole.
Policy-makers and those who implement cultural policies need to pay greater a en on to so -infrastructure
and par cipa on, rather than tradi onal approaches
priori zing hard infrastructure. […]

Finally, I would like to say sincere thanks to Lars, Frans
and Michael at H401 in Amsterdam, Joachim and Cris na
at the Goethe Ins tut in Bukarest, Marie and both Andras’s at Human Pla orm in Budapest, Ovidiu and Cris na at Timisoara European Capital of Culture, Jasper at
the European University Ins tute Florence, Cornelia at
Culture Ac on Europe in Brussels and last but not least
to Konstan n, dedicated Etz Hayyim Havurah member,
curator for our HCZ exhibi on and great inspira on
throughout the project and, of course, a sincere thank
you to the Etz Hayyim staﬀ! Thank you for your generosity and collabora on during wonderful two years of implemen ng the HCZ project.
Anja Zuckmantel
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Educa onal Outreach

Cataloguing the Nikos Stavroulakis Collection:
A Repository for Research and Heritage Preservation

During the months without a lockdown in 2020, the staﬀ
of Etz Hayyim worked on the project of analysing, cataloguing and digi sing materials from Nikos Stavroulakis’
( )זצ״לsubstan al private collec on. This project will
shed light on Nikos’ roles as the founding director of Etz
Hayyim Synagogue and as a key ﬁgure in the rediscovery
and revival of Jewish life in Greece a er the Shoah,
among many other aspects.
The Nikos Stavroulakis Collec on is to be located at Etz
Hayyim Synagogue’s library and will include personal
papers and correspondence rela ng to his academic and
ar s c work that reﬂect his philosophical, historical and
spiritual views; me culously kept diaries from several
decades; prose and academic manuscripts, many of
them unpublished; books and oﬀ-prints of academic
ar cles from ﬁelds as varied as Jewish studies and religion, Chris anity, Islam, Buddhism, European, as well as
Asian history and philosophy; personal and work-related
photographs and slides, together with artefacts, liturgical and personal items.

The project aims to produce a printed and a digital catalogue of the collec on and an academic review ar cle.
These project outcomes will be indispensable resources
for teaching and research and, at the same me, promote Jewish Studies within Greek academia and beyond.
The project will be conducted in close coordina on with
the Jewish Museum of Greece and the digital catalogue
will be produced in consulta on with the Central Archive for the History of the Jewish People in Jerusalem
(CAHJP); both ins tu ons have already provided invaluable advice for the planning of the project.
The Collec on will consist of items already located at Etz
Hayyim Synagogue and a substan al number of items
that are being donated to Etz Hayyim by the heirs to the
Stavroulakis estate.
As we hope to further expand the Collec on, please
consider our appeal for dona ons to the Collec on,
which we reprint below.
Anja Zuckmantel

Call for Donations of Materials Complementing the Nikos Stavroulakis Collection
In order to expand the holdings of the Nikos
Stavroulakis Collection, we are calling on his former
friends, collaborators and acquaintances to share with
us material linked to or produced by Nikos Stavroulakis.
This can be original material, but copies/images of the
items would also be very welcome.
In particular, we very much welcome materials that
might shed light on his work, his interests and his professional and personal connections and networks.
These materials may include:
● various forms of correspondence (letters, postcards,
notes, email etc.)
● manuscripts
● photographs
● audio-visual material
● art work
● personal artefacts, etc.

The provenance of all donations will be recorded in the
Collection catalogue and there is the possibility for contractual agreements with individual donors should they
request it. All material will be treated according to professional standards regarding intellectual property
rights and privacy concerns.

Take A Tour of Hania’s Etz Hayyim Synagogue and Historic Jewish Quarter
from the Comfort of Your Own Home!
In the quiet months May and June 2020, Anja, Giorgos
and myself were si ng in the courtyard of Etz Hayyim,
bemoaning the lack of visitors and imagining a summer
without tourists amidst the daily cycle of global Covid
pandemic headlines.
Back then when the country’s borders remained closed
to non-Greek ci zens, we pondered whether anyone
would be able to visit the synagogue this year and if
they could, it certainly wasn’t going to be the almost
30,000 or so who enter through Etz Hayyim’s Rothschild
Gate every year.
Regardless, we wanted the synagogue to remain open
and accessible to everyone in the face of an uncertain
immediate future. We wanted to con nue our work
showing visitors around the synagogue, telling people
about its unique history and to do that, with the synagogue’s doors closed to the public at that me, we had
to think about ways to keep this place somehow within
reach to those people interested, but unable to visit in
person. If people couldn’t come to us, then at least Etz
Hayyim could be virtually visited online.
The same for the historic Jewish Quarter of Hania,
Evraiki. Over the past year or so, the staﬀ at Etz Hayyim
designed a one hour self-guided walking tour of the old
Jewish neighbourhood, Evraiki, that had surrounded Etz
Hayyim Synagogue for centuries. Our aim was to bring
to life the once vibrant, but now barely remembered
Jewish presence in Evraiki by allowing visitors to follow a
route featuring ten sta ons set out on a map depic ng
the neighbourhood in the 19th and 20th centuries. The
map was especially created for Etz Hayyim by Bri shCretan ar st George Sfougaras.
Each sta on listed on our map is accompanied by a story, based on our ongoing research, about the former
occupants which visitors can read about while standing
in front of a par cular house in the neighbourhood. We
were excited to be ﬁnally in the posi on to oﬀer this
tour to Etz Hayyim’s visitors this year. We had envisioned genera ng dona ons with the walking tour
maps, and also leading the tour ourselves in both Greek
and English when possible, an endeavour we felt would
really enhance the overall visitor experience at Etz Hayyim.
However, the pandemic changed all of that and as a
result, people can now take a virtual tour of the historic

Jewish Quarter online on our website (a virtual tour of
Etz Hayyim Synagogue will follow soon). Giorgos’ friend
Dimitrios Tsolakis (aka ‘Butcher’, as his family owns a
butcher shop) was tasked with ﬁlming all of the surroundings both inside Etz Hayyim and around the nearby streets of Evraiki, while also recording audio commentary in English by myself and in Greek by local actor,
Fanny Georgakaki about the history of Hania’s Jewish
community, its neighbourhood and two synagogues,
Beth Shalom that was destroyed during WWII and of
course, Etz Hayyim.
We hope that in the next month or two, visitors will
then be able to take their me and look around the synagogue itself, its Mikveh and two courtyards at the same
me as learning about all about this special place almost
as if they were there in person. For more of an understanding of Hania’s pre-war Jewish community, there’s
already now the opportunity to virtually walk the
streets of the former Jewish Quarter for a glimpse into
where and how community members once lived, like a
snapshot in me. And all from the comfort of home!
Alexandra Ario

Take the virtual tour here: www.etz-hayyim-hania.org/thejews-of-crete/hania-jewish-quarter-virtual-tour/
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ence rather than viewed as ’fringe’. Indeed, during the
Second In fada, Apogevma ni newspaper published
conspiracy theories about Israelis trading the organs of
dead Pales nians on its front page. In 2015, Nea newspaper published a poli cal cartoon in which Varoufakis
was depicted as Shylock, with a stack of gold coins and a
Jewish kipa (headgear). Avgi newspaper, in a recent
post, supposedly cri cising the importance of economic
parameters in the new policy of the Ministry of Culture,
the author referred to “the culture of Shylock”.
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The report of the Heinrich Böll Founda on about an Semi sm in Greece (“An -Semi sm in Greece Today Manifesta ons, Causes and Treatment of the Phenomenon”, Thessaloniki 2017), however, men ons posi vely
the frequent publica on in the Greek press of ar cles
about the Jewish presence in the country and the
memory of the Holocaust in Greece and abroad, as well
as reviews of books and movies with similar content.
The Heinrich Böll Founda on also posi vely assesses the
harsh a tude of the press towards the Neo-Nazi party
Golden Dawn.

An semi sm: the Dark Shadow Looming Over Greek Society
Part 2: An semi sm Among Us
by Alexandros Massavetas
Is it okay to laugh at the portrayal of Yiannis Varoufakis as Shylock and the comparison of Israeli policy towards Palesnians with that of the Nazis? Alexandros Massavetas iden ﬁes the cracks through which an semi sm permeates our
daily lives.
The second part of Alexandros Massavetas’ ar cle “An semi sm: the Dark Shadow Looming Over Greek Society” looks
at the presence of an semi sm in the media and pop culture, points out the role of the church and explores the relaonship between an semi sm and the tendency of self-vic misa on among Greeks and the “oblitera on of memory”
which obfuscates the role that Greeks played in the loo ng of the property of their Jewish neighbours who perished in
the Holocaust. However, we also see evidence that there might be reason for op mism.
Media and Pop Culture
The front pages of many newspapers (Makelio, Ele heri
Ora, Stohos, etc.) are full of an semi c conspiracy theories. Such conspiracies include the current equivalent of
the old story of the barrel with the nails – just as ridiculous and totally fabricated. “You see conspiracy theories
perpetuated everywhere: Soros, the Jews control the
world, Greek governments are agents of interna onal
Zionism” explains journalist Xenia Kounalaki, poin ng
out that those newspapers are hanging from the stands
in public view. “Soros, of Hungarian-Jewish descent, and
in par cular the Open Society Founda ons are the new
red ﬂag for both for the far le and the far right” says
Kounalaki. In Greece, the an semi c rhetoric of both
Illustra ons at top: Poli cal cartoons that were cri cized for their
an semi c content; le : Ta Nea, right:: EfSyn, 3 September 2019.

poli cal ideologies is o en intertwined with in a widespread philo-Russian sen ment and, more par cularly,
with the admira on for Pu n and his methods.
The whole conspiracy, centred on Soros and his supposed ac ons, has become more widespread since the
announcement of the nego a ons that resulted in the
Prespes agreement [between Greece and the Republic
of North Macedonia resolving a long-standing dispute
over the la er’s name, editor’s note]. Interes ngly
enough, while Soros is accused of being an agent of
“interna onal Zionism”, at the same me he is detested
by the Netanyahu government as he has repeatedly condemned its policies, especially with regards to the issue
of se lements in the occupied territories, and cri cised
its ac ons.
Kounalaki emphasises that although the an semi c narra ve is completely absurd, it is s ll reproduced in media outlets that aim to be taken seriously by their audi-

Conspiracy theories about Soros are not limited to Greece. Poli co’s
cartoon has been denounced as an semi c. Rothschild's hand leads
the puppet, Soros who manipulates two former associates of D.
Trump. [Ben Garrison/Twi er]
An semi c poli cal cartoon by “Stathis” in Kyriaka ki Ele herotypia,
March 2002.

In mes of tension in the Middle East, the Greek press,
along with the internet, are ﬁlled with poli cal cartoons
of extremely an semi c rhetoric and content. Historian
Leon Sal el, who studies the Jewish history and culture
of Thessaloniki, has gathered many caricatures whose
an -Semi sm “stands out”. There are references to the
Scriptures, the Nazis, Shylock and racial stereotypes
about Jews. Thus, the Pales nians are iden ﬁed with
Christ and the Israelis with their execu oners. The
shameful historical revisionism that “Jesus was a Palesnian” is being propagated interna onally with increasing intensity in recent years by Pales nian, Muslim and
Western le ist organisa ons. Israel is portrayed as a
monstrous Goliath and the Pales nians as David with a
slingshot. It is also common for Israelis to be iden ﬁed
with Nazis, but also for the Shoah to be compared with
what is happening in the Pales nian territories, which is
presented as a “second Holocaust.” The depic on of
“the Jew” in caricatures deploys all racial stereotypes.
He appears hooked-nosed and with big ears (as in the
caricatures of the Nazi rag, Der Stürmer) and with the
appearance of the ultra-Orthodox Jew (with kipa, payot
– the characteris c locks behind the ears – and beard).
He is presented as Shylock, with a typical hat and the
dollar symbol or those of other currencies.

Kounalaki notes that an semi sm is “constantly and in a
devious way nourished by pop culture.” A well-known
incident was the spite of Tzimis Panousis, who, among
other disgus ng comments, had said: “Jews, Pigs, Murderers, have a bad day, have a terrible death. Gaza
should wrap you like a shroud. You should become
mummies and be buried in the bowels of the pyramids
you build from the money you accumulate.” These
statements had provoked a public outcry, but not a
unanimous condemna on of that par cular individual.
Shocking as well was the infamous statement by Mikis
Theodorakis in 2003 that “the Jews are at the root of
evil.” The fact that the ar st, at the me, was not met
with the appropriate public outcry from Greek intellectuals and poli cian alike, hastened his transforma on
from a symbolic ﬁgure of Greek society to a beloved totem of conspiracy theorists.
In an a empt to rec fy his statements to Deutsche
Welle, Theodorakis revealed to what extend he confuses
the concepts “Jew” and “Israeli”. On the one hand, he
stated that “I have always been on the side of the weak,
the people ﬁgh ng for their rights. And among them
also the Israeli people. I sang about their suﬀering as
best I could.” Of course, in this case, referring to his
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Maut-hausen composi on, he should have spoken of a
Jewish, not an Israeli, people (which at that me did not
yet exist). His “explana on” that all of this was said during a presenta on of his compara ve study examining
Hellenism and Judaism also makes clear that he blames
the Jewish people everywhere for everything of which
he accuses the State of Israel. Fi een years later, in
2018, Theodorakis crossed the line by shou ng “my
brothers fascists, racists, terrorists, anarchists" at a rally
for the Macedonian issue.
An semi sm and the Church
The a tude of the Greek Orthodox Church has been
tarnished by two or three infamous high-ranking members who habitually rush make pronouncements about
everything from the dangers of oral sex to foreign investments. Thus, [metropolitan Bishop] Seraphim of Piraeus, who expresses (health and moral) objec ons to
oral sex, has repeatedly warned the public of the dangers of the ac ons of “interna onal Zionism.”
In a TV show in 2010, Seraphim stated that
“interna onal Zionism” is direc ng globalisa on in order
to break up the family by promo ng same-sex couples
and “to undermine the religious iden ty” of Chris ans.
Shortly a erwards, he claimed that “Adolf Hitler was a
puppet of world Zionism and was funded by the famous
Rothschild family, with the sole purpose of convincing
Jews to leave Europe and to descend on Israel to establish the new Empire.” In 2015, Seraphim himself labelled
the MPs who voted in favour of the civil partnership law
as “voluntary pawns and puppets of the interna onalist
Zionist system”.
Anthimos of Thessaloniki, whose favourite hobby is to
keep vigils against Gay Pride, does not lag behind in an Semi c outbursts. In a 2012 sermon, he berated the municipality of Thessaloniki for suppor ng an academic
conference on the history of the city's Jews, while also
sta ng that “Jews are ﬂir ng with Thessaloniki”. He
spoke of steps taken by the Jews for the commercial or
other conquests of Thessaloniki.
Later, he discussed an alleged Jewish conspiracy with
the Slavo-Macedonians in order to “steal our Macedonia.” Unfortunately, theories about “an interna onal
Zionist conspiracy” against the rights of Hellenism are
extremely widespread.
The aforemen oned high ranking Church representaves are not the only ones who have expressed similar
opinions or resorted to extreme poli cal interven ons
or derisory social a tudes. The problem, of course, is
that not only are they being ridiculed, they are also ridiculing the ins tu on which they represent, as well as

the Church of Greece as a whole. It is sad and disturbing
that the Archbishop and the Holy Synod never intervened to reprimand the speciﬁc individuals or to impose
sanc ons a emp ng to restore the pres ge of a church
that has lost the respect of a signiﬁcant percentage of
the popula on, especially that of younger ci zens. And
even if the catechism no longer exists, the problem remains with the “neighbourhood priest” and the ideas
that he o en passes on to his ﬂock, Kounalaki points
out. “The Judeophobia and conspiracy theories of the
lower clergy should not be underes mated, they signiﬁcantly contribute to the perpetua on of stereotypes,”
notes Kounalaki. Par cularly problema c are some popular customs that accompany important Chris an holidays, culmina ng in the “burning of Judas” during Holy
Week. In recent years, the Greek press has paid par cular a en on to this custom, that perpetuates intolerance and Judeophobia, and which, at the same me,
reminds us of the ac ons of the Ku Klux Klan, as has
been widely reported.
The ar cles provoked the reac ons of the supporters of
the burning of Judas who stressed that this was an ancient custom, and that the ﬁgure being burned was not
“the Jew”, but “Judas”. Therefore, the Jews are not being “punished” but rather, emblema cally, the traitor.
Many such supporters have argued that the burning of
Judas is a custom which is prac ced in many Chris an
countries around the world. “The an quity or the widespread prac ce of a custom is not an argument for its
preserva on,” Kounalaki observes. A er all, female genital mu la on is also an ancient custom that is prevalent
in many countries. As for the claim that the one being
burned in the ﬁre is not “the Jew” but “Judas”, this is
refuted by the fact that Judas is o en represented with
the characteris cs that signify the Jew in poli cal cartoons, either in the guise of an ultra-Orthodox Jew, or
with that of the Shylock-style wealthy banker.

The burning of Judas in Kalymnos in 2002. [Eurokinissi]
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It should be noted that the Greek Orthodox Church did
not condemn this tradi on in contrast to the Catholic
Church in Poland which hastened to call on believers to
abandon it this act as “oﬀensive to human dignity”. The
Polish bishops' synod stated unequivocally that “the
Catholic Church is not going to tolerate any signs of contempt for any na on, including the Jewish people”.
Selec ve Narra on and the Oblitera on of Memory
Kounalaki stresses that the mythology exis ng around
Jews is based on a selec ve and distorted narra ve full
of prejudices which provokes both awe and suspicion.
“The Jew is always portrayed as a plutocrat, while it is
forgo en that the vast majority of Jews belonged to the
proletariat and were poor. It is no coincidence that the
ﬁrst socialist labour organisa on in Greece, the
‘Federa on Ovradera de Saloniki’, was founded in Thessaloniki in 1909 by Abraham Benaroya and Jewish workers of the city.
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The selec vity of the narra ve becomes scandalous
when the Holocaust in Greece becomes an object of
memory. The big taboo is the collabora on of Greek
Chris ans with the occupa on authori es in the extermina on of their Jewish fellow ci zens. The oﬃcial history of the Greek state claims that the Greeks in large
numbers helped their Jewish compatriots to escape arrest and deporta on to the extermina on camps. “The
narra ve of the state focuses on the fact that those Jews
who were saved, were saved because they were helped
by a Chris an – a friend, a neighbour, a stranger. While
this is, of course, indeed true, it s ll obfuscates the sad
fact is that out of the almost 80,000 Greek Jews alive in
1943, 65,000 perished, or 87 per cent – one of the highest rates in Europe. This was achieved thanks to the collabora on of the Greek police and gendarmerie and a
signiﬁcant part of the popula on, especially in ci es
such as Thessaloniki and Ioannina. This coopera on is
s ll kept secret.”

le : Jewish lemonade seller in Thessaloniki, late of 19th century [Wikimedia Commons]; right: On the le is a sec on of the chandelier in the
Sarfa synagogue in Thessaloniki, which was removed a er the Holocaust by the priest of the neighbouring Church of the Ascension. [Historical
Archive of the Israeli Community of Thessaloniki]

Historian of Greek Judaism, Rena Molcho, emphasises
that most Jews, not only in Thessaloniki and the former
O oman Empire, but also in the shtetls of Eastern Europe, lived in condi ons of extreme poverty. “In O oman ci es, most Jews lived in ‘cor jos’, buildings constructed around a central courtyard where each family
occupied a single room and kitchens and toilets were
communally shared. They had no doors, only curtains,
and earthen ﬂoors. Most families depended on chari es
to survive. Of course, there were some wealthy Jews
who a racted a en on precisely because they were
Jews.”

Molcho suggests that the incidents of aid and intervenon in favour of the Jews when the deporta ons began
were the excep on and not the rule. “The then Archbishop Damaskinos tried valiantly to rescue Jews by issuing forged bap smal cer ﬁcates for Jews to appear as
Chris ans so that they could escape; Athens police chief,
Angelos Evert, issued false iden ty cards for the same
reason; Zakynthos city council refused to hand over its
list of names of the island’s Jews to the Nazis. Otherwise, at best, the local popula on showed indiﬀerence
at the me of the deporta ons, while at the same me,
unfortunately, there were a lot of cases of betrayal
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of Jews by their fellow ci zens.”
For Molcho, the English edi on of the “Documents on
the History of the Greek Jews” is characteris c of the
oﬃcial Greek narra ve ci ng only those documents that
support the posi on that “all Greeks helped their Jewish
compatriots.” Equally, Bishop Anthimos of Thessaloniki
insisted in his sermon that “we love the Jews, we helped
them in Thessaloniki and Athens.” Every year, the Ministry of Educa on organises a compe on on “Greek
youth and the Holocaust”. The projects that were
awarded and honoured with publica on do not go beyond the romance of public history, according to which
rela ons between Greeks and Jews have always been
good and the help extended to individuals persecuted
by the Nazis was a universal phenomenon,” the historian points out. “Children at school know nothing about
the history of Greek Jews or the Holocaust in our country,” Kounalaki agrees.
For Molcho, the decades-long a tude of the Greek
state towards the memory of the Holocaust and the
Jewish presence [in Greece] is indica ve of the guilt for
the extensive coopera on in the extermina on of [the
Jewish] popula on and the encroachment on Jewish
property. “For more than ﬁ y years, no monuments had
been erected in most of the ci es with now ex nct Jewish popula ons, while authori es have been working
systema cally to silence the memory of the former presence of Jewish communi es. In Thessaloniki, where the
Jewish presence decisively shaped the urban landscape,
it will be very diﬃcult today to locate the few traces of
this community that remain.” Molcho speaks of the
“oblitera on of memory” which Jewish communi es
have been facing. “They were denied remembrance,”
she says. “When history is undermined, those who undermine it always become caught up in contradic ons.
Since everyone helped save the Jews, why haven’t we
talked about the Jews for a long me?”
The “oblitera on of the memory” covers co-opera on
with the Nazis, as well as appropria ons [of Jewish property]. “In Thessaloniki, where before the war there were
10,000 proper es owned by Jews, the 1960 survivors
who returned could not ﬁnd accommoda on! They
faced a new kind of violence from their fellow ci zens,
as all Jewish property had been expropriated”, Molho
states. “There were two completely contradictory laws.
One demanded the res tu on of Jewish property to
their owners and the other banned the evic on of tenants, as a rental agreement had been imposed. So, I
grew up in my father’s apartment in Thessaloniki which
had four rooms and a living room. One room belonged
to me and my parents and each of the other three
[rooms] to a Chris an family who had appropriated it

a er the deporta on. It was impossible for my parents
to get them out.”
Molcho believes that the Holocaust was not mourned in
Greece, it was not considered a loss of “ours” and therefore a na onal tragedy. “It seems that the percep on
has prevailed that ‘a er all, we don’t need Jews, they
are bad and parasi c’.” The historian refers to the number of cases in which camp survivors were greeted by
trespassers in their own homes with the phrase: “Well,
so many Jews have become soaps, why are you burdening us?” “In post-war quarrels, a Jew was told at the ﬁrst
possible opportunity: ‘It’s a pity they didn't make you
soap, too!’,” the historian recalls.
Greek “vic misa on”
The intolerance of Greek society towards the acts of remembrance and the Holocaust commemora on is wellknown. The erec on of monuments in most Greek ci es
was delayed for more than ﬁ y years. “In Thessaloniki,
the decision for the construc on of the monument was
made in view of the proclama on of the city as the cultural capital of Europe in 1997. Ini ally, it was proposed
to be installed away from the city centre where it would
have been barely visible. Even toward this scenario,
there were strong reac ons,” remembers Molcho.

In 2017, the monument in Kavala was vandalized again, this me
with hammers.

The recent case of Kavala, in 2015, was par cularly characteris c. The then-mayor postponed the unveiling of a
monument to the ci zens of Kavala who were lost in the
Holocaust for reasons of “aesthe cs”, a decision which
was supported by the metropolitan and most members
of the city council. She demanded that a smaller Star of
David be placed only at the base of the monument – the
visibility of the star was considered “unaesthe c”! The
decision caused an outcry in Greece and abroad and the
mayor backtracked. A few days a er its unveiling, the
monument was desecrated with graﬃ and the slogan
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“Jews, murderers of the people.” At the oﬃcial inaugura on ceremony, the then-government spokesman P.
Sgouridis made another comparison between the Holocaust and the embargo on Gaza, the Turkish occupa on
of Cyprus and the “economic war of the creditors
against Greece”.
In addi on to the need to repel a guilty past, public
opinion o en seeks to stop what it considers a
“Holocaust exploita on”. According to a report by the
Heinrich Böll Founda on, 65 per cent of respondents
(2014-2015 polls) agreed that “Jews are taking advantage of the Holocaust to be treated be er by interna onal decision-making centres.” In the most recent
relevant report of the An -Defama on League, this percentage had dropped signiﬁcantly, to 45 per cent but
remains high. At the same me, 24 per cent stated in
the ﬁrst report that they completely disagree with the
teaching of the Holocaust in schools, while 17% regard
the desecra on of [Holocaust] monuments “jus ﬁed”.
The vic misa on that has a central place in the Greek
na onal narra ve is also responsible for the hos le a tude towards the memory of the Holocaust. According
to this vic misa on, Greeks have suﬀered more than
other peoples during their long and turbulent history.
This percep on cul vates feelings of compe on and
bi erness. Thus, 70 per cent of those people who were

Protesters during Angela Merkel’s visit to Athens in 2015.
[topon ki.gr]

surveyed in the Heinrich Böll Founda on report believe
that “Greeks have suﬀered more than Jews.” Commonly, they don’t want to remember the Holocaust
[because] as we Greeks have “more important” things
to remember such as the massacres of Greeks in Minor
Asia and Pontus whose importance is reduced by the
“con nuous reference” to the Shoah.
At a me when a sec on of the public assumes that “we
are being wronged again”, the vandalism of Jewish
monuments is increasing. During a rally for the Macedo-
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nian issue in 2018, the Holocaust memorial in Thessaloniki was desecrated once again. In the midst of the recent economic crisis, very o en at “an -memorandum”
rallies and in the press, Greeks were referred to as
“modern-day Jews” and the “lenders” as Nazis. Former
Prime Minister, Alexis Tsipras spoke in 2013 about a
“social holocaust”, while Merkel and Schäuble, along
with Greek poli cians suppor ng the “memorandum”,
were being caricatured in Nazi uniforms (the use of the
term “Holocaust” and its connota ons for something
unrelated reduces the gravity of its meaning).
The statement of the then-Deputy Minister of Educa on
Theodosis Pelegrinis in 2016 was a revela on regarding
the widespread percep on that Jews are taking advantage of the Holocaust to gain sympathy and that the
suﬀering Greeks “should imitate them.” “The Jews have
succeeded in iden fying the Holocaust with the tragic
fate of their na on (...), with the ul mate goal of evoking wrath against those who have commi ed crimes
against their na onal existence and of arousing the sympathy of the civilised world for what they have suﬀered.
With pa ence and perseverance, they ensured the appropria on of the Holocaust (...). In a similar way, perhaps, we could appropriate the catastrophe too, a constant companion in the history of Hellenism.”
One of the clearest representa ons of the passionate
envy that characterises the ideological construc on of
Greek an semi sm is the ar cle published in the newspaper ‘Proinos Logos ton Ioanninon’ (Morning Voice of
Ioannina) immediately a er the unveiling of a monument to the city’s exterminated Jews. Already its tle
“Why the persistence of the Jews … to honour them
constantly?” is sugges ve. According to the author, the
Jews “receive special honours every now and then, and
in fact to the degree that no one, except the Jews themselves, fully realises,” since “the Holocaust of the Jews is
not the only Holocaust. All of Greece is a Holocaust!” His
explana on is that their persistence “has the purpose
that we recognise the dis nc veness of the Jews, their
uniqueness, their contribu on to interna onal progress,
their inﬂuence on the development of the world and, of
course, of our country.”
The author, a er sta ng the absurd claim that “more
than a million Greeks” (!) lost their lives as a result of
the war and the Occupa on, does not fail to claim that
in the commemora on ceremonies for non-Jewish
Greek vic ms, “we did not see Jews par cipa ng nor
was there any call for par cipa on from the Israeli community.” Wri ng about an Israeli [in Greek: israelini] instead of a Jewish [in Greek: israeli ki] community is not
simply a stupid mistake, but a malice and a deliberate
confusion of the Greek Jews with Israel, as the following
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sentence reveals: “That Israel has exterminated thousands of Pales nians, to such an extent that many speak
of genocide, should not be discussed! This is considered ... necessary for peace in the Middle East and beyond!”

Moisis
Elisaf

This contemptable ar cle was unfortunately one a series
of similar texts by the same author targe ng the thenpresident of the Jewish [israeli ki] (and not
“Israeli” [israelini]) community of the city, Moisis Elisaf.
Hate rhetoric paved the way for the desecra on of the
synagogue [in Ioannina], one of the historic synagogues
s ll exis ng in Greece, with swas kas. Is there ground
for op mism?
The results of the relevant polls show that the percentages of those people who hold an semi c views are declining with age, although percentages remain high even
among young people. Sal el, however, notes that all of
the incidents that he has experienced concerned either
his fellow students or his fellow soldiers, or in other
words, young people. Kounalaki believes that an semism remains unchanged in the younger genera on.
“The diﬀerence is that in the past, the issue of an semism was only discussed in circles of intellectuals. Today,

on the contrary, it is part of the public debate, while an
(albeit small) minority has formed that is very dynamic in
condemning expression of an semi sm. However, the
view persists that the ﬁght against an semi sm is not an
existen al issue for Greek society.” In Greece, an semites accuse Jews of “exploi ng the Holocaust” for
ﬁnancial proﬁt and other beneﬁts. Yet, the problem are
the an -Semites themselves, especially the poli cians
who are exploi ng the ignorance and prejudices of the
people, par cularly the lower social classes, in order to
build their careers. These people take advantage of an semi sm.
The recent elec on of Moisis Elisaf, in 2019, to the Ioannina mayoralty is considered a major victory against an semi sm. “The city seems to want to atone for its sins
during the Occupa on,” says Kounalaki. All the interlocutors emphasise that an semi sm is not only a problem
for Jews, but of the whole society. “The allega ons of
the an semites are so outrageously absurd that tomorrow, instead of the Jews, the image of the evil and the
persecuted vic m may be those people who have thick
eyebrows or who are overweight,” says Kounalaki.
“When one injus ce is accepted or tolerated, then fatally, all the others will equally be accepted or tolerated,”
warns Molcho. There have been jus ﬁed calls for the
building of an “Alliance of Memory” between Jews and
the descendants of all vic ms of violence, Pon ans, Minor Asians, Armenians, who were slaughtered during the
Occupa on.
Recently, the presidency of the Interna onal Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) was assigned to Greece
for 2021. Our country now has a special secretariat for
Religious and Cultural Diplomacy at the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs. Its head, Efstathios Lianos-Lian s, is also the
special envoy for the ﬁght against an semi sm and the
defence of the Holocaust memory.

This ar cle was ﬁrst published in two parts; part 1: “An -Semi sm: The Dark Shadow Looming over Greek Society”
(Αντισημιτισμός: η βαριά σκιά της ελληνικής κοινωνίας), on 22 August 2019, and part 2: “An -Semi sm Among Us” (Ο
αντισημιτισμός κι εμείς), on 3 September 2019, on www.insidestory.gr.
Alexandros Massavetas is the author of Going Back to Constan nople Istanbul : A City of Absences (2007), among other
books (in Greek). We thank the author for permission to translate and print
this ar cle; the ﬁrst part was published in the ﬁrst “Lockdown 2020”
edi on of Jo ngs.
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Gedenkdienst & Volunteers

My start as a new Gedenkdiener: … ﬁnally, I am here. For real!
by Tobias Schmitzberger
ﬁnally chosen in January!

When I applied for my voluntary Gedenkdienst year at
Etz Hayyim Synagogue last December, Corona wasn’t
part of my planning. I had to google it now to remind
myself: the ﬁrst Corona cases in China became known in
January.
At that me, my plan was simple: ﬁnish my Masters
thesis and leave Austria! Since I studied history in Vienna, with an emphasis on Nazi-Germany and the Holocaust, I believed that working in a place like Etz Hayyim
Synagogue would ﬁt my focus.
On the one hand, I hoped to get in contact with the local
Jewish community. I wanted to learn something about
Judaism. While I was reading tons of pages on the extermina on of the European Jews during my studies, ge ng
to know and understand Jewish customs and culture was
missing.
On the other hand, I liked the variety of tasks which I
knew I would have to undertake at Etz Hayyim that combined research, media on and becoming acquainted
with the local community and its tradi ons. Guiding tourists, wri ng ar cles, doing some research, all of these
things sounded appealing to me. So, I applied for a voluntary Gedenkdienst year and felt very lucky when I was
illustra on above: The (then) new Gedenkdiener Tobias Schmitzberger and August-volunteer Mille Vinther in the Northern courtyard

However, the Corona pandemic threatened to upend
and disrupt all of my plans. When many countries, including Austria and Greece, started to implement shutdowns, suddenly even my Gedenkdienst was at stake.
Jonas, my predecessor, had to leave Crete in March. During the next few months, I had no idea whether I’d be
able to travel to Hania, even though the situa on in
Greece was quite stable compared to other countries.
But I had to be pa ent.
A er a while, I couldn’t help but feel constantly nervous
about my Gedenkdienst year. While I personally didn’t
fear the risk of becoming infected by Covid that much, I
was nevertheless nervous about whether I could start
my service without problems. How would the Covid
numbers develop by the end of August? Would Greece
let me enter the country? Would Austria let me leave?
Such developments were outside of my control and this
was quite annoying.
When I ﬁnally arrived in Hania on August 30th, I felt
relieved. It was amazing when I le the airplane. I just
thought: “You are in Crete – yes, yes, HELL YES!” The ﬁrst
thing I did that evening was walk to the Vene an port,
open a can of Mythos beer and watch the sunset. Back in
Austria, I had told my friends that this is the ﬁrst thing I
wanted to do in Hania. It felt unbelievably sa sfying to
follow through with this proclama on.
Now (in September 2020), I am looking forward to the
upcoming year. It’s always exci ng to enter a new city
without knowing anybody. Luckily my ﬁrst day at Etz
Hayyim immediately gave me a good vibe. If 2020 had
been a usual year, Jonas would have been s ll at the synagogue and introduce me to my work. However, 2020
isn’t a usual year and, as I said, my predecessor had already le Hania in March. That’s the reason why on my
ﬁrst day, I had to walk to the synagogue alone. Of
course, I got lost, even though Anja had shown me the
way (which is not complicated) the day before. My naviga onal skills are clearly improvable.
Although I arrived there a few minutes late, Anja, Alex,
Giorgos and Mille gave me a warm welcome. I received a
lot of informa on and explana ons and tried to memo-
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rise as many aspects as possible. We enjoyed our ﬁrst
lunch in the courtyard together, ordering from To Xani,
“our” restaurant opposite the synagogue. I ate my ﬁrst
“Imam” in Hania and many other delicious snacks. At a
certain point, I will make some “Kaiserschmarren” for
us, the only real tradi onal Austrian dish that I can cook
myself.
Obviously, cooking will not be my main task at the synagogue this year. As a historian, I want to support the
Etz Hayyim team to analyse, catalogue and digitalise Nikos Stavroulakis’ private collec on. Furthermore, I used
to work as part- me-journalist in Vienna. Now I plan to
publish some ar cles about Etz-Hayyim-related topics.
For example, I want to write a text about the transforma on of the German military cemetery in Maleme in
the quarterly published GEDENKDIENST newspaper. And
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of course, I hope to give some guided tours in the synagogue, especially as soon as the Corona pandemic is over
and more tourists will enter through our “Rothschild
gate” once again.
I am very op mis c that Etz Hayyim Synagogue is the
right place to be for me this year. I am grateful that I
have the opportunity to become part of this project and I
am very curious what is going to happen during the upcoming months: whom will I get to meet, which new ideas will I come up with?
A er many uncertain es over the previous months, it
feels good to have some certainty now – to sit under the
small olive tree in the cool courtyard of the synagogue
and drink a cup of tea while realising, “Tobi, yes, you are
really there!”

Behind the Rothschild Gate
by Mille Vinther
Hello, my name is Mille and I’m studying sociology at
Aalborg university in Denmark. I was volunteering at Etz
Hayyim for the whole month of august. This is my experience as a volunteer in the synagogue:
Behind the Rothchild gate, through the smell of olive
trees and hand sani ser, I sit in the Etz Hayyim synagogue. I sit here because I wanted to get more
knowledge about the life that belongs here. The fact
that I even got to spend half of my summer in Crete
seemed unreachable just a few months ago.
As for me, a typical week here in the synagogue oﬀered
a li le bit of everything. In the beginning I spent most of
my me transla ng the informa onal pamphlet about
the synagogue from English to Danish. This gave me
basic historical knowledge and made me ready for giving
guided tours in the synagogue to visitors from around
the world. Li le did I know that basic historical
knowledge was not the only thing I was going to learn
about. Etz Hayyim is a dynamic place. It has its own life
with its own people, both short-term and long-term rela ons. This surprised me. Etz Hayyim means “tree of
life” in Hebrew and life is deﬁnitely present here on
Parodos Kondylaki.
A er transla ng the pamphlet and ge ng a li le more
comfortable with the guided tours, I asked the staﬀ
about the social media of Etz Hayyim. It’s no secret that
we live in a digital age where an online image may seem
more important than reality. I thought it was me to get
the synagogue up and going on social media. Branding
on social media as a marke ng strategy is one thing,
something else is the sociology and social psychology
behind it. Some mes you might even be able to call it

nudging, if you ask me. Anyway, I think it’s fun to play
with social media. For the synagogue, it's not just about
gaining followers, likes and recogni on. The goal is to
show the life of Etz Hayyim to the people who are interested. One day we were having our usual morning
coﬀee in the courtyard and the president of Etz Hayyim’s Board of Trustees said: “I think one of the things
that a racts people to come to this place is the life here.
When we’re si ng and drinking coﬀee, it gives the impression of life and that’s a rac ve”.
According to Erving Goﬀman, a Canadian microsociologist, we’re surrounded by total ins tu ons. This term
was made to describe behaviour inside and outside of
an ins tu on in society. With these total ins tu ons,
internalisa on and intersubjec vity, an outer s gma and
as for religious ins tu ons a light smell of segrega on
can be sensed. As for Etz Hayyim, it seems to have found
a golden middle ground, at least from an internal point
of view. Both sides can of course be argued.
Anyway, in Etz Hayyim I discovered the space to learn
and let crea vity ﬂow. Space for ‘hygge’, as we would
call it in Danish, and dedicated work. The keyword of the
synagogue must be space. Room enough for you and me
in all facets and the social media should reﬂect this. The
essence of social media is to share, and I have a desire
to share Etz Hayyim. I can’t possibly be the only one
who thinks this place is interes ng, so you know sharing
is caring!
So there I sat, behind the Rothchild gate, through the
smell of olive trees and hand sani ser. I sat there to get
wiser and indeed I did. I have now become an experience richer that I wouldn’t want to be without.
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Thank you.
by Jonas Baumgartner

Growing up in mes of an ever more rapidly changing
earth and humanity is an exci ng, but equally distressing experience. Through an increasingly escala ng collapse of the global environmental ecosystems, a hyperconnected global informa on network, and the downfall
of a before silently agreed upon poli cal e que e result
into a deﬁnite unknowability of what one is awaited by
a er waking up the very next morning.
As I wrote in my last li le text for Etz Hayyim’s newsle er, I’ve considered it a great privilege to be allowed
the me and trust to build my own personal space, consider my individual responsibili es and preferred ac vies to create my very ﬁrst own daily rou ne. Rou ne
being a word, I might one day ﬁnd great diﬃculty in to
explain its meaning to my children.
Day and day again I see waking up as a profoundly in mate experience. Lying basically unconsciously for
around eight hours, at mes fully immersing my sleeping mind into the workings of my inner psyche. Then
suddenly having to open my eyes again, never being
able to precisely recollect when the morning light ﬁrst
hit my eyes, is a mysterious if not baﬄing experience.
Pre y much exactly a year ago, I woke up alone in my
one room apartment for the ﬁrst me. In the beginning I
counted the days, or to be more precise, the mornings. I
counted the mes I woke up next to the touristy streets
of summery Hania. I tried to document how I spent my
mornings. I was in love with stepping out of my front
door at 7:30 and already experiencing intense sweat
a acks. It really was like love at ﬁrst sight, and like all
the freshly love-struck youngsters, the thing I was most
scared of at the me, was for this to end.
Now all of this comes to a close, and just like with most
rela onships, it didn’t exactly turn out as I wished it
would have. Instead, against all my most strongly held
believes, in mid-March I boarded an airplane and ﬂew
across half of Europe to ﬂee into the safe haven of the
ﬂat I grew up in. In June, instead of conversing with hundreds of visitors a day about the fate of the Cretan Jewish community, my mother and her boyfriend had to
listen to hours of monologues by me, exhibi ng my amateur knowledge of Cretan Jewish history. At least they
know what Romaniote means now. I guess that’s an
achievement.
One of the most diﬃcult aspects of handling a longdistance rela onship is how to feel close to each other

despite the physical distance separa ng the partners.
For Hania and me, this wasn’t very easy. I suppose it’s
me who’s to be blamed, for the global pandemic did
largely impair me from visi ng Hania, as a city, the Cretan town is virtually incapable of moving anywhere.
Mostly for this reason, it was a long-an cipated and
creeping break-up. It feels as though my rela onship to
Hania has started to end long ago, even though it formally ended only on the 31st of August (with the oﬃcial
end of my Gedenkdienst). And now it’s me to ﬁnally
move on, oﬃcially, so to say. It’s not an easy task.
Like with most rela onships, a li le bit of one’s former
partner will stay with oneself for a long me to go, maybe even un l the day we die. This comforts me. Knowing
that I personally haven’t been the best at dealing with
the distance, not always exactly mee ng our agreed upon deadlines, I s ll know that the community I found
shelter with in Hania, is a forgiving one. One which, in
many instances, when acceptable, favours intent over
deeds, one where the primary concern is the well-being
of everyone involved, one to which I can return tomorrow, in half a year, or maybe in ﬁve.
Having found a place and becoming part of a community
like this in mes of a global pandemic and environmental collapse, might just be one of the greatest privileges
of my s ll very short life- me. This says a lot, considering the unimaginably privileged circumstances which I
was allowed to grow up in.
I found that words can rarely capture the feelings I’d
wish to express, so I’ll resort to one of the most basic
expressions the English language has to oﬀer, in hopes
the readers of this know how much these two words can
mean, when they originate from the very bo om of our
hearts: thank you.
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Gedenkdiener Momo is visi ng us: “It feels a bit like coming home.”
by Tobias Schmitzberger

In September, a special guest entered through the Rothschild Gate; Moritz Pla ner, otherwise known as Momo,
was a Gedenkdiener at Etz Hayyim Synagogue in
2015/16. Just as the author of these lines is doing now,
Momo volunteered at the synagogue for one year. Five
years a er his service, I asked my pre-pre-prepredecessor about the me he spent at the synagogue
and how the city has since changed.
Tobias: If you compare Hania today with Hania ﬁve
years ago, which aspects have changed?
Momo: Well, the most current thing for me is the expulsion of Rosa Nera. Rosa Nera is an autonomous, an authoritarian collec ve. Their squa ed building was
evicted by the police a few days ago and this makes me
really sad. It was important to me because I spent a lot
of me there and I associate very good memories with
it. When I was in Hania, Rosa Nera was one of the ﬁrst
self-organised communi es I saw in my life! The expulsion of Rosa Nera took with it an important part of the
city.
Do you have any special memories connected with Rosa
Nera?
My most recent memory is from last October when I
visited Hania for the celebra on of the 20th anniversary
of Etz Hayyim’s rededica on which took place at the
same me as a youth theatre fes val in Crete. Many
young people from the theatre fes val came to Rosa
Nera and organised a party at the squa ed building.
There was a lot of food, much of it cooked on-site, music was playing, and the people were forming dancing
circles … it was great!

Besides that, what is the most important thing you experienced during your Gedenkdienst at the synagogue?

I am ﬁnishing my Bachelor of Poli cal Science at the moment. Just yesterday, I got an email sta ng that I was
chosen to study ﬁne arts in October. Before I came here,
I made an exhibi on. I built a pavilion to show some digital prints and woodcuts that I have created. The exhibion was cri cal of the European Union. More than that, I
am an art teacher for a self-organised school project for
young refugees in Vienna, among other things.

What I experienced here was a second poli cisa on. My
ﬁrst one happened while I was ac ve in the Socialist
Youth Organisa on back in Austria some years before
my Gedenkdienst. When I came to Hania in 2015, poli cs
was always a constant topic of discussion. It was the
year of the economic crisis. I remember the moments
when we were si ng in the courtyard and watched the
news via Livestream – what will the European Union decide on that issue? How is the Troika evolving? We had
many discussions about these issues, and I heard many
new perspec ves here.

Sounds busy!

What else?

News from the Etz Hayyim Oﬃce

Furthermore, my apprecia on for open spaces was born.
The synagogue is a very open place, you can ﬁnd a cri cal embrace of tradi on and religion in combina on with
openness. This creates a special social reality, a community which is intergenera onal, intercultural, friendly. It’s
this combina on of the realisa on of a progressive poli cal idea and the personal experiences I could make
because of that and that’s what I liked about Etz Hayyim.

Since March 2020, the Etz Hayyim oﬃce has been closed
about six out of twelve months, but during lockdowns we
have con nued to work from home, not only to produce
our (so far) two lockdown edi ons of Jo ngs but also to
con nue our various projects and to ini ate new ones as
well as to intensify our fundraising eﬀorts.
Here are a few brief updates on projects and ini a ves,
which you will certainly hear more about in Jo ngs and
elsewhere in the near future:
□ We are excited to report that we have now more than
1000 followers on Facebook.

What does this mean to you now?
I learnt that open spaces like this one are good for me as
well and from this I developed an interest in history and
religious reali es. Before I came to Hania in 2015, I
thought about religions in the way that Karl Marx described: “Religion is opium of the people.” This viewpoint has changed to some extent. I saw the progressive
implica ons of religions and how they can be a cri que
of society in their way. That was a new insight for me.

More than that, I have been at the terrace on top of
Rosa Nera many mes. It had such a beau ful view of
the sea and the old Vene an port … now the terrace is
no longer accessible to the public. As I said, these things
make me very sad.
What about the synagogue? Has it changed as well?
The synagogue is constant. That’s what I like about it.
The building doesn’t change inside, and the spirit
doesn’t change as well. I was glad to meet you, the new
Gedenkdiener, and the other people like Giorgos and
Fernando. When I was Gedenkdiener ﬁve years ago,
very important to me was the day when I met Maria
Sanadaki at the synagogue. Our friendship is one of the
best things I took with me from my me in Hania! It
seems that the character of the place always a racts
nice and interes ng people.

Five years is quite a me … what are you doing these
days?

le to right: Momo, Tobias, Alex and Maria are taking a “band photo”
in the Northern courtyard.

Yes, I had a bit of a stressful summer. That’s why I came
back to Crete. I thought, before the university term
starts again, that I would like to get out of Vienna and

□ Our pioneering research into the history of the Cretan
Jewish community has been intensiﬁed as new ﬁndings
and the extended contact with descendants make us
conﬁdent to further expand Etz Hayyim’s role as the
foremost research ins tu on on this topic. We will also
shortly launch a Facebook group for descendants of the
Cretan Jewish community.
In the next edi on of Jo ngs, we will publish stories
about three descendants and their quest for their ancestral links with Crete, among them the intriguing story of
how a tallit made in Hania in the 1930s as a farewell gi
is s ll being used in family ceremonies in Israel today.
□ In order to further our outreach into the local Hania
community, Vassiliki Yiakoumaki, Etz Hayim’s President
of the Board of Trustees, and Anja Zuckmantel, Administra ve Director, have had two very construc ve
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Austria. And enjoy many things at the same me: sea
and mountains, tranquillity, hiking. Finally, I thought, you
can ﬁnd everything on Crete.
You told me before that you have been in Crete several
mes since your Gedenkdienst has ended. Why do you
like it to come back here?
It is always great to return, to visit the synagogue and let
the me pass. It’s nice to see that people enjoy my short
visits and it’s very good to know that there is a cosy
place where you can pass by at any me. If I visit Crete, I
more or less know how it will be in advance. It is not very
stressful, which is a posi ve aspect. It feels a bit like
coming home.

mee ngs with the Vice Mayor of Hania for Cultural
Aﬀairs, Giannis Giannakakis. The Vice Mayor oﬀered to
include the walking tour through the historic Jewish
quarter of Hania into the oﬃcial schedule of walking
tours oﬀered by the municipality of Hania once walking
tours will be possible again. Furthermore, the Vice
Mayor suggested that the catalogue of the Etz Hayyim
library be integrated into the catalogue of the municipal library of Hania, which will tremendously improve
our accessibility and reach.
□ We are currently upda ng the Etz Hayyim website,
which will become more user-friendly and include addional content (e.g. the informa on pamphlets about Etz
Hayyim in numerous languages, a schedule for guided
walking tours through the historic Jewish quarter of
Hania in English and Greek and more targeted informa on for poten al visitors helping them to plan their
visit). We will also provide more detailed documenta on
of Etz Hayyim projects like Heritage Contact Zone and
launch a memorial page for Nikos Stavroulakis with updates on the cataloguing project. On the updated website, there will also be the possibility for making donaons online by credit card.

□ The launch of the online version of our educa onal
outreach programme, later during the year, will be yet
another major addi on to the Etz Hayyim website.
Thanks to a grant from the Stavros Niarchos Founda on,
we are currently reviewing and adap ng the content for
online use by local schools.
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□ The Etz Hayyim library is growing thanks to ongoing
dona ons. The most notable ones in the last months
were made by Anne e Windgasse and Diane Gabrysiak.
Diane has pledged to donate the library of her father
who lived in Ierapetra in Eastern Crete for many years.
Our staﬀ will pick up the sizeable collec on once lockdown restric ons will be eased and travel across Crete
will be possible again. We will then also have the possibility to talk with Diane in person and learn, and report
in Jo ngs, more about Diane’s father whose
library will ﬁt very well into ours as he collected books
on the Jewish world but also on Islam and Chris anity.

In summer 2020, we received six huge boxes with books
in Greek, English and German about the German Occupa on of Crete and Greece during the Second World
War. The books were donated by Anne e Windgasse.
She collected these books as part of her online documenta on project, which she started more than ﬁ een
years ago: “Kreta-Wiki” (www.kreta-wiki.de) is a website in German, which, as Anne e explained in an email
to us, “is intended to inform German-speaking tourists
visi ng Crete about the war crimes commi ed by our
(great) fathers’ genera on. During the Euro crisis and
the mass movement of migrants in 2015, I was running
out of me, energy and also mo va on to con nue
working on the page, due to other commitments. I have
collected lots of material and s ll intend to update the
website.” We sincerely thank Anne e for dona ng the
books to our library, which are a welcome addi on to
our collec on and are not only a resource for our
Gedenkdienst volunteers but also a valuable resource we
can share with the “Documenta on Centre Impact of
the German Occupa on”, run by our partner organisaon Young Ci zens of the World.

□ The documentary “The Sleeping Jewish Beauty of our
School” entered the compe on for the Camera Zizanio
at the 23th Interna onal Film Fes val for Children and
Young People at Olympia (online from 29 November to
5 December 2020) in the category for children up to 12
years old. The documentary was made by the 6th grade
students of the 6th Elementary School of Hania about
Soultana Sarfa , a Jewish girl from Hania, whose grave
was the only one le a er the destruc on of the Jewish
cemetery of the city during the German occupa on. The
6th elementary school was eventually built on the site of
the former Jewish cemetery. The staﬀ of Etz Hayyim had
assisted the students in their research for the documentary (see Jo ngs 26, p. 32). The local newspaper
Hanio ka Nea reported about the par cipa on of the
documentary ﬁlm made by local students in the renowned ﬁlm fes val (see below).

Fundraising

Help us maintain Etz Hayyim and
Nikos Stavroulakis’ work and legacy
In 2010, on the ini a ve of Nikos Stavroulakis, the Notfor-Proﬁt Corpora on Etz Hayyim was established in order to ensure the long-term future of Etz Hayyim Synagogue as a place of “prayer, recollec on and reconciliaon.” As a registered charity, Etz Hayyim relies on donaons for implemen ng its tasks and goals.
We understand that this is a diﬃcult me to ask for your
support and we sincerely thank you for taking a moment
to consider our immediate fundraising needs.

□ In February, we par cipated in the European Days of
Jewish Culture (EDJC) coordinators’ mee ng. In past
years, Etz Hayyim par cipated several mes with a special event in the annually organised EDJC. This year’s
theme “dialogue” was par cularly appealing to us in
view of Etz Hayyim’s philosophy and usual ac vi es
which, in one way or the other, are all forms of dialogue.
The online coordinators’ mee ng was a welcome opportunity to learn more about EDJC as a large network for
Jewish heritage and about speciﬁc ac vi es to inspire
new formats of dialogue. We hope to organise an event
in the framework of EDJC in early September.
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Help us maintain Etz Hayyim Synagogue: Ehal and Bimah
The structural maintenance of the historic building of Etz
Hayyim is an ongoing project. A thorough inspec on of
the building undertaken in February revealed the extent
of the constant problems of humidity and salinity which
are commonplace in old port ci es like Hania. Furthermore, due to the extensive ﬂooding in 2017/2018, both
the Ehal and Bima of Etz Hayyim suﬀered major structur-

al damage. It was an urgent ma er of security to take
immediate ac on and have them repaired before the
then-expected beginning of the tourist season. When we
made the decision in February, we were hoping to cover
the costs of EUR 7,192 with dona ons from visitors
which we will now, more than likely, be unable to collect.
Indispensable to the maintenance, upkeep and security
of Etz Hayyim are our janitor Beznik Sei and cleaning
lady Garoufalia Stavrou, who have both been with us
since the reopening of the synagogue in 1999. Support
toward their salaries is also a major support for Etz Hayyim.
Help us maintain and expand our educa onal programme
More than ever, we will need your help to cover opera ng costs. A solid educa onal programme requires thorough research, development and prin ng of appropriate
materials and qualiﬁed staﬀ for implementa on. Donaons towards opera ng costs like staﬀ salaries, acquision of books and prin ng are therefore much needed
and welcome.
All help counts and is appreciated. You might even consider sponsoring the food and vet costs for the synagogue
cats which Nikos loved so much.

New, solid wood,
basis of Ehal a er
repair works in
March/April 2020.

Dona ons by Bank Transfer
Account Name: Civil Not-for-Proﬁt Corpora on Etz Hayyim
IBAN: GR94 0171 6350 0066 3510 9559 315
SWIFT/BIC: PIRBGRAA
Bank: Piraeus Bank (1635), Agia Marina, Hania
Please list your contact informa on when making a
transfer so we can send you a dona on receipt.

Ways to give … You can send dona ons to the Etz Hayyim
bank account at Piraeus Bank (Greece) and you will receive a dona on receipt from the Synagogue oﬃce.
There is also the possibility of making tax-deduc ble dona ons in the USA (see info below).

Tax-deduc ble Dona ons in the USA
Etz Hayyim also accepts tax-deduc ble dona ons in the
USA through a collec ve giving account at FJC: A Founda on of Philanthropic Funds.
Please note that FJC no longer accept checks, see their
website for other op ons: h ps:// c.org/donate-now.
Donors will receive a dona on receipt valid in the USA
directly from FJC; the funds will be made available to Etz
Hayyim Synagogue.

